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NOTICE OF PROPOSED AGENCY ACTION 
ORDER APPROVING RENEWABLE ENERGY  
TARIFF AND STANDARD OFFER CONTRACT 

 
 
BY THE COMMISSION: 
 
 NOTICE is hereby given by the Florida Public Service Commission that the action 
discussed herein is preliminary in nature and will become final unless a person whose interests 
are substantially affected files a petition for a formal proceeding, pursuant to Rule 25-22.029, 
Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). 
 

BACKGROUND 

Section 366.91(3), Florida Statutes (F.S.), requires that each investor-owned utility (IOU) 
continuously offers to purchase capacity and energy from renewable generating facilities and 
small qualifying facilities. Florida Public Service Commission (Commission) Rules 25-17.200 
through 25-17.310, F.A.C., implement the statute and require each IOU to file with this 
Commission by April 1 of each year, a standard offer contract based on the next avoidable fossil 
fueled generating unit of each technology type identified in the utility’s current Ten-Year Site 
Plan. On April 1, 2016, Florida Power & Light Company (FPL) filed a petition for approval of 
its revised standard offer contract and rate schedule based on its 2016 Ten-Year Site Plan. We 
have jurisdiction over this standard offer contract pursuant to Sections 366.04 through 366.06 
and 366.91, F.S. 
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DECISION 

Rule 25-17.250, F.A.C., requires that FPL, an IOU, continuously makes available a 
standard offer contract for the purchase of firm capacity and energy from renewable generating 
facilities (RF) and small qualifying facilities (QF) with design capacities of 100 kilowatts (kW) 
or less. Pursuant to Rules 25-17.250(1) and (3), F.A.C., the standard offer contract must provide 
a term of at least 10 years, and the payment terms must be based on the utility’s next avoidable 
fossil-fueled generating unit identified in its most recent Ten-Year Site Plan or, if no avoided 
unit is identified, its next avoidable planned purchase.  

FPL has identified a 1,622 megawatt (MW) natural gas-fired facility of the combined 
cycle (CC) technology type as the next fossil-fueled generating unit in its 2016 Ten-Year Site 
Plan. The projected in-service date of this unit is June 1, 2024.  

The RF/QF operator may elect to make no commitment as to the quantity or timing of its 
deliveries to FPL, and to have a committed capacity of zero (0) MW. Under such a scenario, the 
energy is delivered on an as-available basis and the operator receives only an energy payment. 
Alternatively, the RF/QF operator may elect to commit to certain minimum performance 
requirements based on the identified avoided unit, such as, being operational and delivering an 
agreed upon amount of capacity by the in-service date of the avoided unit, and thereby becomes 
eligible for capacity payments in addition to payments received for energy. The standard offer 
contract may also serve as a starting point for negotiation of contract terms by providing 
payment information to an RF/QF operator, in a situation where one or both parties desire 
particular contract terms other than those established in the standard offer. 

In order to promote renewable generation, we require the IOU to offer multiple options 
for capacity payments, including the options to receive early or levelized payments. If the RF/QF 
operator elects to receive capacity payments under the normal or levelized contract options, it 
will receive as-available energy payments only until the in-service date of the avoided unit (in 
this case June 1, 2024), and thereafter, begin receiving capacity payments in addition to the 
energy payments. If either the early or early levelized option is selected, then the operator will 
begin receiving capacity payments earlier than the in-service date of the avoided unit. However, 
payments made under the early capacity payment options tend to be lower in the later years of 
the contract term because the net present value (NPV) of the total payments must remain equal 
for all contract payment options. 

Table 1 below, contains FPL’s estimates of the annual payments for each payment option 
available under the revised standard offer contract to an operator with a 50 MW facility 
operating at a capacity factor of 94 percent, which is the minimum capacity factor required under 
the contract to qualify for full capacity payments. Normal and levelized capacity payments begin 
in 2024, reflecting the projected in-service date of the avoided CC unit (June 1, 2024). 
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Table 1 – Estimated Annual Payments to a 50 MW Renewable Facility 
(94% Capacity Factor) 

Year 

Energy 
Payment 

Capacity Payment (By Type) 

Normal Levelized Early 
Early 

Levelized 

$(000) $(000) $(000) $(000) $(000) 

2017 9,110 - - - - 

2018 11,560 - - - - 

2019 11,658 - - - - 

2020 11,149 - - 3,303 3,759 

2021 12,988 - - 3,370 3,759 

2022 12,441 - - 3,437 3,759 

2023 13,460 - - 3,506 3,759 

2024 15,540 5,230 5,830 3,576 3,759 

2025 13,979 5,341 5,830 3,647 3,759 

2026 15,069 5,455 5,830 3,720 3,759 

2027 16,326 5,572 5,830 3,795 3,759 

2028 15,421 5,691 5,830 3,870 3,759 

2029 15,646 5,812 5,830 3,948 3,759 

2030 16,055 5,936 5,830 4,027 3,759 

2031 17,330 6,063 5,830 4,107 3,759 

2032 17,813 6,193 5,830 4,190 3,759 

2033 17,626 6,325 5,830 4,273 3,759 

2034 17,632 6,460 5,830 4,359 3,759 

2035 18,702 6,598 5,830 4,446 3,759 

2036 19,077 6,739 5,830 4,535 3,759 

Total 298,581 77,417 75,791 66,109 63,908 

NPV (2017$) 141,046 28,521 28,521 28,521 28,521 

 

FPL’s revised renewable energy tariff and standard offer contract, in type-and-strike 
format, are included as Attachment A to this order. In addition to the revisions to reflect the 2024 
CC unit based on FPL’s current generation plan, the revised standard offer contract also includes 
updated provisions regarding the completion/performance security, enhanced notification 
requirements, and energy price projections. Our staff conducted four data requests to address 
those changes. FPL’s response to the last data request was dated August 12, 2016. 
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In response to our staff’s data request, FPL described and explained the specific changes 
that affect the payment amount. FPL projects that the costs associated with power plants will 
marginally increase in the coming years with the escalation rate for plant costs increasing from 2 
percent to 3 percent, as shown in the proposed tariff page 10.311.1. This escalation rate is a 
factor determining the capacity payments by FPL, so an increase in the escalation rate under the 
revised standard offer contract results in an increase in capacity payments to the RF/QF operator.  

FPL’s proposed tariff increases the required initial completion/performance security from 
$30/kW to $50/kW. This security will then increase to $100/kW two years before the guaranteed 
capacity delivery date. The current level has not been adjusted since 1999. FPL evaluated the 
cost to obtain alternative power arrangements in the event of a performance failure using the 
same methodology for the avoided cost provided in Rule 25-17.0832(6), F.A.C.  Based on that, 
FPL then assessed the appropriate level of completion/performance security to be the proposed 
amount, so that there is reasonable assurance that the RF/QF operator will satisfy its pre-
commercial operation date obligations and compensate FPL and its customers adequately in the 
event of a performance failure by the operator. Further, the cost for obtaining the letter of credit 
for the completion/performance security is a fraction of the security amount, therefore this 
requirement would not cause undue financial burden to sellers.  

For similar reasons, the revised standard offer contract contains changes intended to 
reduce and manage the ratepayer’s exposure to risks. Changes were made in notification 
provisions to shorten the timeframe or to enhance the requirements for the RF/QF operator. For 
example, in the proposed tariff page 9.037, paragraph 9.3, the timeframe to provide a 
replacement letter of credit is reduced from 30 days to 10 days. 

The revised tariff sheets provide the required capacity payment pricing information, but 
the as-available energy cost projections and fuel cost projections on tariff pages 10.304 and 
10.311 have been removed. FPL has elected to eliminate these as-available energy cost 
projections, because the tariffs are typically revised only once a year while forecasted energy 
prices are volatile throughout the year. FPL noted that the fuel costs used in calculating avoided 
costs for the 2016 standard offer contract have dropped more than 25 percent from those used for 
the 2015 standard offer contract. Removing these projections only clarifies that as-available 
energy cost pricing information will be provided upon request to reflect the most current market 
pricing.  FPL files actual as-available energy cost monthly with us pursuant to Rule 25-
17.0825(4), F.A.C. 

Conclusion 
 

We find that the provisions of FPL’s revised renewable energy tariff and standard offer 
contract conform to all requirements of Rules 25-17.200 through 25-17.310, F.A.C. FPL’s 
revised standard offer contract provides flexibility in the arrangements for payments so that a 
developer of renewable generation my select the payment stream best suited to its financial 
needs.  
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Based on the foregoing, it is 

ORDERED by the Florida Public Service Commission that Florida Power & Light 
Company's renewable energy tariff and standard offer contract filed by Florida Power & Light 
Company shall be approved. It is further 

ORDERED that the provisions of this Order, issued as proposed agency action, shall 
become final and effective upon the issuance of a Consummating Order unless an appropriate 
petition, in the form provided by Rule 28-1 06.201 , Florida Administrative Code, is received by 
the Commission Clerk, 2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850, by the 

close of business on the date set forth in the "Notice of Further Proceedings" attached hereto. It 
is further 

ORDERED that potential signatories shall be aware that, if a timely protest is filed, 
Florida Power & Light Company's standard offer contract may subsequently be revised. It is 
further 

ORDERED that, if no timely protest is filed ahd this Order becomes final, this docket 
shall be closed upon the issuance of a Consummating Order. 

BYL 

By ORDER of the Florida Public Service Commission this 4th day of October, 2016. 

c~!~ 
Commission Clerk 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399 
(850) 413-6770 
www.floridapsc.com 

Copies furnished: A copy of this document is 
provided to the parties of record at the time of 
issuance and, if applicable, interested persons. 
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NOTICE OF FURTHER PROCEEDINGS OR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
 

 The Florida Public Service Commission is required by Section 120.569(1), Florida 
Statutes, to notify parties of any administrative hearing that is available under Section 120.57, 
Florida Statutes, as well as the procedures and time limits that apply.  This notice should not be 
construed to mean all requests for an administrative hearing will be granted or result in the relief 
sought. 
 
 Mediation may be available on a case-by-case basis.  If mediation is conducted, it does 
not affect a substantially interested person's right to a hearing. 
 
 The action proposed herein is preliminary in nature. Any person whose substantial 
interests are affected by the action proposed by this order may file a petition for a formal 
proceeding, in the form provided by Rule 28-106.201, Florida Administrative Code.  This 
petition must be received by the Office of Commission Clerk, 2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard, 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850, by the close of business on October 25, 2016. 
 
 In the absence of such a petition, this order shall become final and effective upon the 
issuance of a Consummating Order. 
 
 Any objection or protest filed in this/these docket(s) before the issuance date of this order 
is considered abandoned unless it satisfies the foregoing conditions and is renewed within the 
specified protest period. 
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Standard Offer Contract (Schedule QS-2) 

Florida Po,ver & Light Company 

Revisions in underline and strike-through format 
sho·wn the following sheets: 

9.030, 9 .031 , 9.032, 9.032.1, 9.033, 9.034, 9.035, 9.036, 9.037, 9.038, 
9.039, 9.040, 9.042, 9.045, 9.047, 10311, 10311.1, and 10312 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
8ewM!tEighth Revised Sheet No. 9.030 

Cancels SiftltSeventh Sheet No. 9.030 

STANDARD OFFER CONTRACT FOR THE PURCHASE OF 
CAPACITY AND ENERGY FROM A RENEWABLE ENERGY FACILITY OR A QUALIFYING 

FACILITY WITH A DESIGN CAPACITY OF 100 KW OR LESS (~2024 AVOIDED UNIT} 

THIS STANDARD OFFER CONTRACT (the "Contract") is made and entered this __ day of 
_____ __, _..J by and between (herein after "Qualified Seller" 
or "QS") a corporation/limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of 
-:----:-:--:--:--~ and owner of a Renewable Energy Facility as defined in section 25-17.210 (I) F.A.C. or a 
Qualifying Facility with a design capacity of 100 KW or less as defined in section 25-17.250, and Florida Power & 
Light Company (hereinafter "FPL") a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Florida. 
The QS and FPL shall be jointly identified herein as the "Parties". This Contract contains five Appendices; 
Appendix A, QS-2 Standard Rate for Purchase of Capacity and Energy; Appendix B, Pay for Performance 
Provisions; Appendix C, Termination Fee; Appendix D, Detailed Project Information and Appendix E, contract 
options to be selected by QS. 

WITNESSETH: 

WHEREAS, the QS desires to sell and deliver, and FPL desires to purchase and receive, firm capacity and 
energy to be generated by the QS consistent with the terms of this Contract, Section 366.91, Florida Statutes, 
and/or Florida Public Service Commission ("FPSC") Rules 25-17.082 through 25-17.091, F.A.C. and FPSC Rules 
25-17.200 through 25.17.310.F.A.C. 

WHEREAS, the QS has signed an interconnection agreement with FPL (the "Interconnection 
Agreement"), or it has entered into valid and enforceable interconnection/transmission service agreement(s) with 
the utility (or those utilities) whose transmission facilities are necessary for delivering the firm capacity and energy 
to FPL (the "Wheeling Agreement(s)"); 

WHEREAS, the FPSC has approved the form of this Standard Offer Contract for the Purchase of Firm 
Capacity and Energy from a Renewable Energy Facility or a Qualifying Facility with a design capacity of 100 KW 
or less; and 

WHEREAS, the Facility is capable of delivering firm capacity and energy to FPL for the term of this 
Contract in a manner consistent with the provisions of this Contract; and 

WHEREAS, Section 366.91(3), Florida Statutes, provides that the "prudent and reasonable costs 
associated with a QS energy contract shall be recovered from the ratepayers of the contracting utility, without 
d ifferentiating among customer classes, through the appropriate cost-recovery clause mechanism" administered by 
the FPSC. 

NOW, THEREFORE, for mutual consideration the Parties agree as follows: 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.031) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates a nd Tariffs 
Effective: l.ugusf ii:JI1 1916 
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FLORIDA POWER& LIG HT COMPANY 

(Continued from Sheet No. 9.030) 

I. QS Facility 

The QS contemplates, installing 8fl6-operating and maintaining a 

First Revised Sheet No. 9.031 
Cancels Origina l Sbeet No. 9.031 

--------------------KVA geAeflllefgenerating facilitv located 
at (hereinafter called the "Facility"). The ~Facility is 
designed to produce a maximum of kilowatts ("KW'') of electric power at an 8S% lagging to 8S% leading power 
factor. The Facility's location and generation capabilities are as described in the table below. 

TECHNOLOGY AND GENERA TOR CAPABILITIES 

Location: Spedfic legal description (e.g., metes and bounds or other legal 
City: 

description with street address required) 
County: 

Generator Type (Induction or Synchronous) 

Type of Facility (Hydrogen produced from sources other than fossil fuels, biomass 
as defined in Section 25-17.210 (2) F.A.C., solar energy, geothermal energy, wind 
energy, ocean energy, hydroelectric power, waste beat from sulfuric acid 
manufacturing operations: o r <IOOKW cogenerator) 

T echnology 

Fuel Type and Source 

Generator Rating (KV A) 

Maximum Capability (KW) 

Minimum Load 

Peaking Capability 

Net Output (KW) 

Power Factor(%) 

Operating Voltage (k.V) 

Peak Internal Load KW 
... 

The followmg sect1ons (a) through (e) are applicable to Renewable Energy Fac1httes ("REFs") and sect1on (f) IS only applicable 
to Qualifying Facilities with a design capacity of 100 KW or Jess: 

(a) If the QS is a REF, the QS represents and warrants that ill... the sole source(s) of fuel or power used by the Facility 
to produce energy for sale to FPL during the term of this Contract shall be such sources as are defined in and 
provided for pursuant to Sections 366.91(2) (a) and (b), Florida Statutes, and FPSC Rules 25·17.210( 1) and (2), 
F.A.C. ;..(ill Fossil fuels -1lllill be limited to the minimum quantities necessary for start-up, shut-down and for 
operating stability at minimum loa~: and Ciiil the REF fftiiSHieli capabie of generating the amount of 
capacity pursuant to Section S of this Agreement without the use of fossil fuels. 

(b) The Parties agree and acknowledge that if the QS is a REF, the QS will not charge for, and FPL shall have no 
obligation to pay for, any electrical energy produced by the Facility from a source of fuel or power except as 
specifically provided for in paragraph J(a) above. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.032) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates a nd T ariffs 
Effective: ~1ay 2.31 .399;1 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

(Continued from Sheet No. 9.031) 

Nittfi!Trnth Revised Sheet No. 9.032 
Cancels l:ightltNinth Revised Sheet No. 9.032 

(c) If the QS is a REF, the QS shall, on an annual basis and within thirty (30) days after the anniversary date of this Contract 
and on an annual basis thereafter for the term of this Contract, deliver to FPL a report certified by an officer of the QS: 
(i) stating the type and amount of each source of fuel or power used by the QS to produce energy during the twelve 
month period prior to the anniversary date (the "Contract Year"); and (ii) verifYing that one hundred percent (100%) of 
all energy sold by the QS to FPL during the Contract Year complies with Sections l(a) and (b) of this Contract. 

(d) If the QS is a REF, the QS represents and warrants that the Facility meets the renewable energy requirements of Section 
366.91(2)(a) and (b), Florida Statutes, and FPSC Rules 25-17.210(1) and (2):. F.A.C., and that the QS shall continue to 
meet such requirements throughout the term of this Contract .. FPL shall have the right at all times to inspect the Facility 
and to examine any books, records, or other documents of the QS that FPL deems necessary to verifY that the Facility 
meets such requirements. 

(e) The Facility (i) has been certified or has self-certified as o "qualifYing facility" pursuant to the Regulations of the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"), or (ii) has been certified by the FPSC as a "qualifYing facility" pursuant to 
Rule 25-17.080(1). A QS that is a qualifying facility with a design capacity of less than 100 KW shall maintain the 
"qualifying status" of the Facility throughout the term of thls Contract. FPL shall have the right at all times to inspect 
the Facility and to examine any books and records or other documents of the Facility that FPL deems necessary to verify 
the Facility's qualifYing status. On or before March 31 of each year during the term of this Contract, the QS shall 
provide to FPL a certificate signed by an officer of the QS certifYing that the Facility has continuously maintained 
qualifying status. 

2. Term or Contract 

Except as otherwise provided herein, this Contract shall become effective immediately upon its execution by the Parties...l..!l!£ 
"EITectjve Dnte") and shall have the termination date stated in Appendix E, unless terminated earlier in accordance with the provisions 
hereof. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Capacity Delivery Date (as defined in Section 5.5) of the Facility is not accomplished by the 
QS before June I,~~ or such later date as may be pemlitted by FPL pursuant to Section 5 of this Contract, FPL will be permitted 
to terminate this Contract consistent with the terms herein without further obligations, duties or liability to the QS. 

3. Minimum Specifications 

Following are the minimum specifications pertaining to this Contract: 

I. The avoided unit ("Avoided Unit' ') on which this Contract is !based is detailed in Appendix A. 

2. This offer shall expire on April I , ~~ 

3. The date by which firm capacity and energy deliveries from lhe QS to FPL shall commence is the in-service date of the 
Avoided Unit (or such later date as may be permined by FPL pursuant to Section 5 of this contract) unless the QS chooses a capacity 
payment option that provides for early capacity payments pursuant to the terms of this--~· 

4. The period of time over which firm capacity and energy shall be delivered from the QS to FPL is as specified in 
Appendix E; provided, such period shall be no less than a minimum often ( 10) years aner the in-service date of the Avoided Unil. 

S. The following are the minimum performance standards for the delivery of firm capacity and energy by the QS to qualify 
for full capacity payments under this Contract: · 

On Peak • .All Hours 

Availability 94.0% '94.0% 

• QS Performance and On Peak hours shall be as measured and/or described in FPL's Rate Schedule QS-2 attached hereto as Appendix A 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.032.1) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effective: August 371 lOIS 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
First Revised GAgjMI Sheet No. 9.032.1 

Cancels Originnl Sheet No. 9.032.1 

(Continued from Sheet No. 9.032) 

3.2 QS, at no cost to FPI.., shall be responsible to: 

3.2.1 Design aRd eeRS~f\leltlte ~·oeilil;, roo~t[!!xt, nnd mnioiOiD tb~ foxili!x io DxxQrdatJce with this !;:ontnt£t, 
an~liC'ablc lnw n.!gyla1or:x. and govcmmcntal ag[!roval~ an)! reguiremcnt.~ ofwarrnn~ yrecmcnts or ~imill! 1!8~1!!~"1~. 
~rud.:nt industrv Rracticc. insurance J:!!,licies. ami the lnter(:onnection As~~Dl~Dt 2r Wheeling 8n~~!l'~Dl 

3.2.2 Perform all studies, pay all fees, obtain all necessary approvals and execute all necessary agreements 
-let<including the Interconnection Agreement or the Wheeling Agreement(s)l in order to schedule and deliver the llAHklelfiml. 
canacitv Md energy to FPL. 

3.2.3 ~Obtain nod maintain all permi~. certifications licenses consents or approvals..2UD.l:.. 
-Faemty: gQv~mmental or regtdatory aullmritv necessary for the conS1IUction, operation, and maintenance of the FaciliiY !the 

"l'ermits"}. QS shall ~•£1! Fl!l. [Se~oablv intbrm~d g~ to the stutu:; Qf its ~nnilling effort:; and shnlll!rOml!tlv inform 
FPI. of anx Permits it is unable to obtain, that are del axed, limitxd susll!lndcd, terminltcd or otherwi<e eonstr~incd in a 
wav thn! could limit tS:du~ intcrfc[S with or llrC£1ud£ QS'.s abilir:,: !O I!Srfo!Jn ir. obligl!JiOoJS und£r this !::ontrO£! 
lineludine a statement nfwhoth •r and u what extent this circums once mov limit or preclude C s·s abilit · to ocrform undc 
lbi~ QlDlll1£ll 

3.2.4 Demonstrate to FPL's reasonable satisfaction that QS has established Site Control, an agreement for the 
ownership or lease of the Facility's site. for the Term of the Contract. 

3.2.5 Complete all environmental impact studies and c<'tnply with •I!Piicable envimnm<ntnllaws necessary for the 
l'fe;eel. construction, operation, and maintenance of the Facility 

3.2.6 At FPL's request, provide to FPL electrical specifications and design drawings pertoining to the Facility 
for FPL's review prior to finalizing design of the Facility and before beginning construction work based on such 

specifications and drawings, provided Fl'l.'s revil<w of ~ucl1 ~ll!:xillxDii!!D~ no~ ~~icll ~l!oil!llll ~ £!!D~ID''~ a~ £D~!!cti!IG lh£ 
i~£ifi£i!liS!D D!ld ~~iRil Jb,~o(, or ns an)· ex12ress or imelicd worm at i~~ io£luding gsrfgDI!I"S55 sf~ll: sJym~ili!v S!r lS!i!hilill' 2( 
!he Focilitv. QS shall provide to FPL reasonable advance notice of any changes in the Facility and provide to FPL specifications 
and design drawings of any such changes. 

3.2.7 Within fifteen (I 5) days after the close of cacll month from the first month following the~~ 
Date until the Capacity Delivery Date, provide to FPL a monthly progress report (in a form reasonably satisfactory to FPL) and 
agree to regularly scheduled meetings between representatives ofQS and FPL to review such monthly reports and discuss QS's 
conS1IUction progress. The Monthly Progress Report shall indicate whether QS is on target to meet the Capacity Delivery Date.lf... 
(o[ 3!1)' !£3SOn FPL has !£a.<no ID I!!;Hevc Jhnt QS onny fail!!! achieve the Cncaeitv Oelivety !2!!1!1 !h£n yi!Qn EPI, 's !£9!!£S QS ~hall 
soolm!i! to FPI., within lxD ( 1 Ql b~i•J£SS davs of such reguc~ a remedial oct ion ell!!! I"Bem~digl A£!ioo j!lan"}tbu! set< fo!lb a 
detailed <!<scription ofQli'~ P!QI!!l:i£!1 £!!~!li£ g(~ctiQI!!S! omm11tly achieve the Capaeitv DeliveQ' Oat,. Delivtry Qf a Remedial 
A£!iQD £1go 1!2~ 1!21 reli~ve Q:i o(j~ !!l!li&n!i!llll!! D'~~llh£ !::allill<i!l: l::l!:liv'[)' 

1m£. 

3.3 FPL shall have the right, but not the obligation, to: 

3.3.1 ~lnsacct during husinc~s h.:H1rs unon ~asonnbl~ noJi~ Or obtj!in !i!l[!i~~ Q[i!ll e~a!Dils !JS~I!:J bv QS 

u..2. Consistem wiJh Se£tion 3.2.6., ontjfy QS in writing of the results of the review within thirty (30) days of 
FPL's receipt of all specifications for the Facility, including a deseript ion of any flaws perceived by FPL in the design. 

,l,H3.3.3 Inspect the Facility's construction site or on·site QS data and information pertaining to the 
Facility during business hours upon reasonable notioe. 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effect ive: dttne 25,2913 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.033) 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

4. Sale or Energy and Capacity by the QS 
(Continued from Sheet No. 9.032.1) 

8e¥ettfltEighth Revised Sheet No. 9.033 
Cancels sm~~Seventh Sheet No. 9.033 

4.1 Consistent with the tenns hereof, the QS shall sell and deliver to FPL and FPL shall purchase and receive from the QS at the Delivery 
Point (defined below) all of the energy and .finD..capacity generated by the Facility. FPL shall have the sole and exclusive right to purchase 
all energy and capacity produced by the Facility. The purchase and sale of energy and fum.capacity pursuant to this Contract shall be a ( ) 
net billing arrangement or ( ) simultaneous purchase and sale arrangement; provided, however, that no such arrangement shall cause the QS 
to sell more energy and finn capacity than the Facility's net output. The billing methodology may be changed at the option of the QS, 
subject to the provisions of FPL Rate Schedule QS-2. For purposes of this Contract. Delivery Point shall be defined as either: (i!) the point 
of intercoMection between FPL's system and the transmission system of the fmal utility transmitting energy and fum...capacity from the 
Facility to the FPL system, as specifically described in the applicable Wheeling Agreement. or (iih) the point of interconnection between the 
Facility and FPL's transmission system, as specifically described in the Interconnection Agreement. 

4.2 The QS shall not rely on interruptible standby service for the start up requirements (initial or otherwise) of the Facility. 

4.3 The QS shall be responsible for all costs, charges and penalties associated with developme nt and operation of the Facility. 

4.4 The OS shall be rcsoo,~siblc lOr nil interconnection electric losses trnnsmissjon and nncillan· ~!!rvi~ arrangements and WlS 
required to deljyer s)D 3 finn bnsjs dtt: tirm ,;.1p3city nod ,;ncrgy from the facilil\' tn the Dcljys;N Poim 

5. Committed Capacity/Capacity Delivery Date 

S. l The QS commits to sell and deljver finn capacity to FPL at the Delivery Point, the amount of which shall be detennined in 
accordance with this Section S (the "Committed Capacity''). Subject to Section 5.3 the Committed Capacity shall be ~ 
ao eMpeeted Gopaeil')' Qelive.,. Qate 
KW, deljvcrv date no later than the in-service date of the Avoided Unit or as orhcrwiss specified in i\pncndix E l!hc "Guaranteed 
Cnpacity Deljvery On!£''). 

5.2 Testing of the capacity of the Facility (each such test, a "Committed Capacity Test") shall be perfonned in accordance with the 
procedures set fonh in Section 6. The Demonstration Period (defined herein) for the first Committed Capacity Test shall commence no 
earlier than six (6) months prior to the eeoMmeoeelfleRt ~ate l<or deli .. eries ef HAll eapaeitj• ""~ ener~:~ las s•eh is speeilled in AppoAdi.o 
~opacity Delivcrv Dntc and testing must be completed by II :59 p.m. on the date prior to the io se .. ·iee date of ohe • "aided 
Ytlil<luaqntced Delivery Dnrc. The first Committed Capacity Test shall be deemed successfully completed when the QS demonstrates to 
FPL's satisfaction that the Facility can make available capacity of at least one hundred percent (IOOO.tc.) of the Committed Capacity set forth in 
Secrion S.l. Subject to Section 6.1, the QS may schedule and perfonn up to three (3) Committed Capacity Tests to satisfy the capacity 
requirements of the Contract. · 

5.3 FPL shall have the right to require the QS, by notice no less than ten (10) business days prior to such proposed test, to validate the 
Committed Capacity of the Facility by means of subsequent Committed Capacity Tests as follows: i!.il) once per each Summer period and 
once per each Winter period at FPL's sole diseretion,-ii£!!) at any time the QS is unable to comply with any material obligation under this 
Contract for a period of thirty (30) days or more in the aggregate as a consequence of an event of Force Majeure, and iii{tl at any time the QS 
fails in three consecutive months to achieve an Annual Capacity Billing Factor~. as defined in Appendix B (the "'i\CBF"l, equal to 
or greater than 700.tc.. The results of any such test shall be provided to FPL within seven (7) days of the conclusion of such test. On and after 
the date of such requested Committed Capacity Test, and until the completion of a subsequent Committed Capacity Test, the Committed 
Capacity shall be deemed as the lower of the tested capacity or the Committed Capacity as set forth in Section S. l . 

5.4 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, the Committed Capacity shall not exceed the amount set fonh in Section S. I without the 
prjor written consent of FPL, such consent not unreasonably withheld. 

S.S The "Capacity Delivery Date" shall be defined as the first calendar day immediate ly following the date of the Facility's successful 
completion of the first Committed Capacity Test but no earlier than the commencement date for deliveries of finn capacity and energy (as 
such is specified in Appendix E). · 

5.6 The QS shall be entitled to receive capacity payments begiMing on the Capacity Delivery Date, provided, the Capacity Delivery Date 
occurs on or before the in-service date of the Avoided Unit (or such later date pennitted by FPL pursuant to the following sentence). If the 
Capacity Delivery Date does not occur on or before the iH ser.-iee date of the o' ·aided liHitGuaranrccd Caonciry Oelh-sry Pate, FPL shall be 
entitled to the Completion/Perfonnance Security (as set forth in Section 9) in full, and in addition, ~hns !he riohr but ~not 9e 
~the obligorion to, allow the QS up to an additional five (S) months to achieve the Capacity Delivery Date. If the QS fails to achieve 
the Capacity Delivery Date either by (il tho io se" ioe ~~~· efthe A •aided Yoit or (iial the Guarnmeed Deliverv Dare or (b) such later date as 
permitted by FPL, FPL shall have no obligation to make any capacity payments under this Contract and FPL will be penni ned to tenninate 
this Contract, consistent with the terms herein, without funher obligations, duties or liability to the QS. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.034) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
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6. Tu tiDJ Procedures 

(Continued from S~t No. 9.033) 

~cond Revised Sheet No. 9.034 
Cancels QFigiRaiFirst Sheet No. 9.034 

6.1 The Commined Capacity Test must be completed successfully within a sixty-hour period (the "Demonstration Period"), which 
period, including the approximate start time of the Commined Capacity Test, shall be selected and scheduled by the QS by means of a wrinen 
notice to FPL delivered at least thirty (30) days prior to the start of such period. The provisions of the foregoing sentence shall not apply to 
any Commined Capacity Test required by FPL under any of the provisions of this Contract. FPL shall have the right to be present onsite to 
monitor any Commined Capacity Test required or permilled under this Contract. 

6.2 Committed Capacity Test results shall be based on a test period of twenty-four (24) consecutive hours (the "Committed 
Capacity Test Period") at the highest sustained net K W rating at which the Facility can operate without exceeding the design operating 
conditions, temperature, pressures, and other parameters defined by the applicable manufacturer(s) for steady state operations at the Facility. 
If the QS is a REF the Committed Capacity Test shall be conducted utilizing as the sole fuel source fuels or energy sources included in the 
definition in Section 366.91. Florida Statutes. The Commilled Capacity Test Period shall commence at the lime designated by the QS 
pursuant to Section 6.1 or at such other time requested by FPL pursuant to Section 5.3; provided, however, that the Commilled Capacity Test 
Period may commence earlier than such time in the event that FPL is notified of, and consents to, such earlier time. 

6.3 For the avoidance of doubt, normal station service use of unit auxiliaries, including, without limitation, cooling towers, heat 
exchangers, and other equipment required by law, shall be in service during the Committed Capacity Test Period. Funher, the QS shall affect 
deliveries of any quantity and quality of contracted cogenerated steam to the steam host during the Commined Capacity Test Period. 

6.4 The capacity of the Facility shall be the average net capacity (generator output minus auxiliary) measured over the Commined 
Capacity Test Period. 

6.5 The Committed Capacity Test shall be performed according to prudent industry testing procedures satisfactory to FPL for the 
appropriate technology of the QS. 

6.6 Except as otherwise provided herein. results of any Commined Capacity Test shall be submitted to FPL by the QS within seven 
(7) days of the conclusion ofthe Commined Capacity Test. 

7. Payment for Electricity Produced by the Facility 

7.1 Energy 

FPL agrees to pay the QS for energy produced by the Facility and delivered to the Delivery Point in accordance with the rates and 
procedures contained in FPL's approved Rate Schedule QS-2. anached hereto as Appendix A, as it may be amended from time to time and 
pursuant to the election of energy payment options as speeif.ed in Appendix E. The Panics agree that this Contract shall be subject to all of 
the provisions contained in Rate Schedule QS-2 as approved and on lite with the FPSC. 

7.2 E.iJ:m..Capacity 

FPL agrees to pay the QS for the finn capacity described in Section 5 in accordance with the rates and procedures contained in 
Rate Schedule QS-2, auached hereto as Appendix A, as it may be amended and approved from time to time by the FPSC, and pursuant to the 
election of a capacity payment option as specified in Appendix E. The QS understands and agrees that capacity payments will be made under 
the early capacity payment options only if the QS has achieved the Capacity Delivery Date and is delivering firm capacity and energy to FPL. 
Once elected by the QS, the capacity payment option cannot be changed during the term of this Contract. 

7.3 Payments 

Payments due the QS will be made monthly and normally by the twentieth business day following the end of the billing period. A 
statement of the kilowall·hours sold by the QS and the applicable avoided energy rate at which payments are being made shall accompany the 
payment to the QS. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.035) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 9.034) 

8. Elutricity Production and Plant Maintenauc Schedule 

~ond Revised Sheet No. 9.035 
Cancels 9FigiRaiFirst Sheet No. 9.035 

8.1 During the tenn of this Contract, no later than sixty (60) days prior to the Capacity Delivery Date and prior to April I of each 
calendar year thereafter, the QS shall submit to FPL in writing a detailed plan of: (il!) the amount of finn capacity and energy to be generated 
by the Facility and delivered to the Delivery Point for each month of the following calendar year, and (ii.!!) the time, duration and magnitude 
of any scheduled maintenance period(s) and any anticipated reductions in capacity. 

8.2 By October 31 of each calendar year, FPL shall notifY the QS in writing whether the requested scheduled maintenance periods 
in the detailed plan are acceptable. lfFPL objects to any of the requested scheduled maintenance periods, FPL shall advise the QS of the t ime 
period closest to the requested period(s) when the outage(s} can be scheduled. The QS shall schedule maintenance outages only during 
periods approved by FPL, such approval not unreasonably withheld. Once the schedule for maintenance has been established and approved 
by FPL, either Party may request a subsequent change in such schedule and, except when such event is due to Force Majeure, request 
approval for such change from the other Party. such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed. Scheduled maintenance outage 
days shall be limited to seven (7) days per calendar year unless the manufacturer's recommendation of maintenance outage days for the 
technology and equipment used by the Facility exce_cds such 7 day period, provided, such number of days is considered reasonable by 
nrud~nt industry standards and does not exceed two (2) fourteen (14) day intervals, one in the Spring and one in the Fall, in any calendar 
year. The scheduled maintenance outage days applicable for the QS are __ days in the Spring and __ days in the Fall of each calendar 
year, provided the conditions specified in the previous sentence are -~· In no event shall maintenance periods be scheduled during 
the following periods: June I through and including October 31st and December I through and including February 28 (or 29m as the case 
maybe). 

8.3 The QS shall comply with reasonable requests by FPL regarding day-to-day and hour-by-hour communication between the 
Parties relative to electricity production and maintenance scheduling. 

8.4 Dispatch and Control 

8.4.1 The pOwer supplied by the QS hereunder shall be in the fonn of three-phase 60 Hertz alternating current, at a nominal 
operating voltage of ,000 volts ( ___ kV) and pawer factor dispatchable and controllable in the range of 85% lagging to 
85% leading as measured at the Delivery Point to main1ain system operating parameters, as specified by FPL. 

8.4.2 At all times during the tenn of this Contract, the QS shall operate and main1ain the Facility: (in) in such a manner as to 
ensure compliance with its obligations hereunder, in accordance with prudent engineering and operating practices and applicable law, and 
(ii.!!) with all system protective equipment in service whenever the Facility is COMCCted to, or is operated in parallel with, FPL's system. The 
QS shall install at the Facility those system protection and control devices necessary to ensure safe and protected operation of all energized 
equipment during nonnal testing and repair. The QS shall have qualified personnel test and calibrate all protective equipment at regular 
intervals in accordance with good engineering and operating practices. A unit functional trip test shall be performed after each overhaul of 
the Facility's turbine, generator or boilers and the results shall be provided to FPL prior to returning the ~lliili!Y to service. The 
specifics of the unit functional trip test will be consistent with good engineering and operating practices. 

8.4.3 If the Facility is separated from the FPL system for any reason, under no circumstances shall the QS reconnect the Facility 
into FPL's system without first obtaining FPL 's prior \\Till<n approval. 

8.4.4 During the term of this Contract, the QS shall employ qualified persoMel for managing, operating and maintaining the 
Facility and for coordinating such with FPL. If the Facility has a Commined Capacity greater than 10 MW then, the QS shall ensure that 
operating personnel are on duty at all times, twenty-four (24) hours a calendar day and seven (7) calendar days a week. If the Facility has a 
Commined Capacity equal to or less than I 0 MW then the QS shall ensure that operating persoMcl are on duty at least eight (8) hours per 
day from 8 AM EST to S PM EST from Monday to Friday. with an operator on call at all other hours. 

8.4.5 FPL shall at all times be excused from its obligation to purchase and receive energy and capacity hereunder, and FPL shall 
have the ability to require the QS to curtail or reduce deliveries of energy, to the extent nccessaryl!} to main1ain the reliability and integrity 
of any part ofFPL's system, <Mil!} in the event that FPL detennines that a failure to do so is likely to endanger life or property, or lsJ..is likely 
to result in significant disruption of electric service to FPL's customers. FPL shall give the QS prior notice, if practicable, of its intent to 
refuse, curtail or reduce FPL's acceptance of energy and finn cnnacitv pursuant to this Section and will actio minimize the frequency and 
duration of such occurrences. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.036) 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 9.035) 

I'HMSecond Revised Sheet No. 9.036 
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8.4.6 After providing notice to the QS, FPL shall not be required to purchase or receive energy from the QS during any period in 
which. due to operational circumstances, the purchase or receipt of such energy would result in FPL's incurring costs greater than those 
which it would incur if it did not make such purchases. An example of such a.n occurrence would be a period during which the load being 
served is such that the generating units on line are base load units operating at their minimum continuous ratings and the pun:hase of 
additional energy would require taking a base load unit ofT the line and replacing the remaining load served by that unit with peaking·type 
generation. FPL shall give the QS as much prior notice as practicable of its intent not to pun:hase or receive energy and firm capacirv 
pursuant to this Section. 

8.4.7 If the Facility has a Commined Capacity less than 7S MW, control, scheduling and dispatch of .finn. capacity and energy shall 
be the responsibility of the QS. If the Facility has a Committed Capacity greater than or equal to 75 MW, llwl...control, scheduling and 
dispatch of firm capacity and energy shall be the responsibility of the QS, except during a "Dispatch Hour", i.e., any clock hour for which 
FPL requests the delivery of such capacity and energy. During any Dispatch Hour: i£!) control of the Facility will either be by Seller's 
manual control under the direction ofFPL (whether orally or in writing) or by Automatic Generation Control by FPL's system control center 
as determined by FPL, and iii!!) FPL may request that the real power output be at any level up to the Committed Capacity of the Facility, 
provided, in no event shall FPL require the real power output of the Facility to be below the Facility's Minimum Load without decommining 
the Facility. 11le Facility shall deliver the capacity and energy requested by FPL within ___ minutes, taking into account the operating 
limitations of the generating equipment as specified by the manufacturer, provided such time period specified herein is considered reasonable 
by prudent industry standards for the technology and equipment being utilized and assuming the Facility is operating at or above its 
Minimum Load. Start•up time from Cold Shutdown and Facility Turnaround time from Hot to Hot will be taken into consideration provided 
such are reasonable and consistent with ~prudent industry practice.s for the technology and equipment being utilized. 11le Facility's 
Operating Characteristics have been provided by the QS and are set forth in Appendix D. Section IV of Rate Schedule QS·2. 

8.4.8 If the Facility has a Commined Capacity of less than 75 MW, FPL may require during certain periods, by oral, written, or 
electronic notification that the QS cause the Facility to reduce ou!J!ut to a level below the Commined Capacity but not lower than the 
Facility's Minimum Load. FPL shall provide as much notice as practicable, normally such notice will be of at least four (4) hours. 11le 
frequency of such request shall not exceed eighteen (18) times per calendar year and the duration of each request shall not exceed four (4) 
hours. 

8.4.9 FPL's exercise of its rights under this Section 8 shall not give rise to any liability or payment obljgatjon on the part of FPL, 
including any claim for breach of contract or for breach of any covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 

9. Completion/Performaace Security 

9.1 As security for the achievement of the Guarontecd Capacity Delivery Date and satisfactory performance of its obligations 
hereunder, the QS shall provide FPL either: (a) an unconditional, irrevocable, standby letter of credit(s) with an expiration date no earlier 
than the end of the first (1st) anniversary of the Capacity Delivery Date (or the next business day thereafter), issued by a U.S. commercial 
bank or the U.S. branch of a foreign bank having a Credit Rating of A· or higher by S&P or A3 or higher by Moody's (a "Qualified Issuer/, 
in form and substance acceptable to FPL (including provisions (i) pcrmining partial and full draws and (ii) permitting FPL to draw in full if 
such lener of credit is not renewed or replaced as required by the terms hereof at least thirty (30) business days prior to its expiration date) 
("Lener of Credit"); (b) a bond, issued by a financially sound Company acceptable to FPL and in a form and substance acceptable to FPL, 
("Bond"): or (e) a cash collateral deposited with FPL ("Cash Collateral'1 (any of (a). (b), or (c), the "Completion/Performance Security'1. 
Suoh batter ef CPOdil, BeAd er Cash Cellat~••ICompktjonll'crfonuonw Securil" shall be provided in the amount and by the date listed 
below: 

~ per~~ (for the number of~~ of Committed Capacity set forth in Section 5.1) to be delivered to FPL 
within ~fu:£ (;IQ~ oaleAdor dillS ~flhe dt;eentiAR efthi& ('IIRIFftet h; tho PaMies herete. busincs.< days of the EO£c1jvc Date· and 

!bl$100.00 ncr kW !for )he number ofkW ofComntincsl Canucity set forth jn SectionS I 1 Jo be dc!jvcrcd to fP!. tw(! yearn before 
the Ouprnmeed Capncjty pe1iyen· Dote 

"Credjt Ratjng" means with respect to any entity, on any date of determination, the respective ratings then assigned to such entity's 
unsecured, senior long·tenn debt or deposit obligations (not supported by third party credit enhancement) by S&P, Moody's or other 
specified rating agency or agencies or if such entity does not have a rating for its unsecured, senior long·tenn debt or deposit obligations, 
then the rating assigned to such entity as its "corporate credit rating• by S&P. 

"~~ means Moody's Investors Service, Inc. or its successor. 

"m" means Standard & Poo(s Ratings Group (a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies. Inc.) or its successor. 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effective: A.11gu51 181 :3999 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 9.036) 

~~Revised Sheet No. 9.037 
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9.2 The specific security instrument provided for purposes of this Contract is: 

() Letter of Credit. 
()Bond. 
() Cash Collateral. 

9.3 FPL shall have the right to monitor (i.!) the financial condition of the issuer of a Letter of Credit in the event any Letter of 
Credit is provided by the QS and (ii!l) the insurer, in the case of any Bond. In the event the issuer of a Letter of Credit no longer qualifies as 
Qualified Issuer or the issuer of a Bond is no longer financially sound, FPL may require the QS to replace the Letter of Credit or the Bond, as 
applicable. +keSuch replacement Letter of Credit nr hmtd must be issued by a Qualified Issuer or a financially MYnd i<s!l¢s a< annlicahl,;. 
within thifl) (30) uleodAf1cn! 10! business days following written notification to the QS of the requirement to replace. Failure by the QS to 
comply wilh the requirements of this Section 9.3 shall be grounds for FPL to draw in full on the existing Letter of Credit llLl!21!!!.and to 
exercise any other remedies it may have hereunder. 

9.4 Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this Section 9, pursuant to FPSC Rule 25-17.091(4), F.A.C., a QS 
qualifying as a "Solid Waste Facility" pursuant to Section 377.709(3) or (5), F.S., respectively, may use an unsecured written commitment or 
promise to pay in a form reasonably acceptable to FPL, by the local government which owns the Facility or on whose behalf the QS operates 
the Facility, to secure its obligation to achieve on a timely basis the Capacity Delivery Date and the satisfactory performance of its 
obligations hereunder. 

9.5 I fan J; eol eHlefawh woderlieetiaA 12 eeewos, FPL shall be entitled iAIRlediatel.'lo~w wpeA. arr~taift. as the 
eas~ '"•·• ~e, ••• lowftdred pment (199~4) efthe tl~e• epplieahlethe Completion/Performance Security to satisfy nn'' obljgatjon or liahjlj11· of 
OS arising pursuant lo this Contract. 

'M;2.,ll If an Event of Default under Section 12 has not occurred and lhe QS fails to achieve the Capacity Delivery Date on or 
before the in-service date of the Avoided Unit or such later dale as permilled by FPL pursuant to Section 5.6, FPL shall be entitled 
immediately to receive, draw upon, or retain, as the case may be, one-hundred (100%) of the Completion! Performance Security as liquidated 
damages free from any claim or right of any naiUre whatsoever of the QS, including any equity or right of redemption by the QS. The Parties 
aclcnowledge that the injury that FPL will suffer as a result of delayed availability of Committed Capacity and energy is difficult to ascertain 
and that FPL may accept such sums as liquidated damages 9fll!!!! resort to any other remedies which may be available to it under law or in 
equity'. If llie Gopaei~ t)~Ji"e"' t)ale e~~•FS eo er ~~f••• the i11 sor iee date ef !he A •aided l:loil or s•eh later dot~ as peA11illed ~. F'l'b 
~·f50tlAI te Seeliea s.,,lheft lho QS ~hall~. eolitlod In ndoee the ORIBOAI afthe GeA!pletieRIPefleR!lOftee Seellfity to Oil BAIBYAIO~··IIR 
Sl!i .OQ per KW tl<lr tho RYtRher ofK"' ef(;eAit!lilloJ Gapoeit: set I<!Fih in SeetiaA U). 

9.722.6 In the event that FPL requires the QS to perform one or more Committed Capacity Test(s) at any time on or before the 
first anniversary of the Capacity Delivery Date pursuant to Section 5.3 and, in connection with any such Commined Capacity Test(s), the QS 
fails to demonstrate a Capacity of at least one-hundred percent ( l 00%) of the Commined Capacity set forth in Section 5.1. FPL shall be 
entitled immediately to receive, draw upon, or retain, as the case may be, one-hundred percent (1000/o) eFiholheo follRiftiAiftg lllllAYIIt of the 
Completion/Performance Security as liquidated damages free from any claim or right of any nature whatsoever of the QS, including any 
equity or right of redemption by the QS. lA the e ·eat that I'Pb dees oet re~•i•• tho QS to perlin•n • CIIIMAtilled l'a~aei" +e:t ar iFth~ QS 
s•eoessl\111)· de .. aoslfates (io eeo•eetieA "ilh all sueh CeAIAiillod Capaeit) +os~· ••~11iFo~ h: I'Pb pu•r•111 1 to SootieR S.ll ft GapaeiiY of at 
le851 ••• huod•od pereeol (109~ol afthe Ce11Uilil1ed Cnpaei(!' sat I<IRh ia Seetin• S.J, i• eilhe• ease, aft ar ~e~•• tho lirst &Afti•·ersaf)' aflhe 
Gopaoi" 9eli"Ofl' t)ate, liteR I'Pb shall FeNFA, as applieahle, &Ill' reAtaillillg ORIBYAI alPS •hall promptly but jn no ovcm nmrs Jh!l!! fivt !51 
busjntss dnys followjnR any dmws on the Completion/Performance Security illii• lit""' (39) dOl'S of lite liFSt MAhP.lllf)' eflhe Capaei~ 
'Qeli e.,· t)ate. rcrleojsh the Completion/Perlonnonce Socvrity to the !l!!JOIIOli r;sguirtd hercjtJ, 

9-.39.6 The QS, as the Pledgor of the Completion/Performance Security, hereby pledges to FPL, as the secured Party, as security 
for the achievement of the Capacity Delivery Date and satisfactory performance of its obligations hereunder, and grants to FPL a first priority 
continuing security interest in, lien on and right of set-off against all Completion/Performance Security transferred to or received by FPL 
hereunder. Upon lhe transfer or return by FPL to the QS of Completion/Performance Security, the security interest and lien granted 
hereunder on that Completion/Performance Security will be released immediately and, to the extent possible, without any further action by 
either party. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.038) 
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9.92..1 In lieu of any interest, dividends or other amounts paid or deemed to have been paid with respect to Cash Collateral held 
by FPL (all of which may be retained by FPL), FPL will transfer to the QS on a monthly basis the Interest Amount. as calculated by FPL-

"Interest Amount" means, with respect to each monthly period, the aggregate sum of the amounts of interest calculated for each day 
in that monthly period on the principal amount of Cash Collateral held by FPL on that day, determined by FPL for each such day as 
follows: 

(x) the amount of that Cash Collateral on that day; multiplied by 

(y) the Interest Rate in effect for that day; divided by 

(Z) 360. 

~"Interest Rate" will-tie~: the Federal Funds Overnight rate as from time to time in effect. 

"Federal Funds Overnight Rate" mean.s, for the relevant determination date, the rate opposite the caption "Federal Funds 
(Effective)" as set forth for that day in the weekly statistical release designated as H.! S (S 19), or any successor publication, 
published by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. If on the determination date such rate is not yet publi.shed in 
H. IS (Sl9), the rate for that date will be the rate set in Composite 3:30 P.M. Quotations for U.S. Government Securities for that 
day under the caption "Federal FundsfEffective Rate." If on the determination date such rate is not yet published in either H. IS 
(S 19) or Composite 3:30P.M. Quotations for U.S. Government Securities, the rate for that date will be determined as if the Panics 
had specified "USD-Federal Funds-Reference Dealers" as the applicable rate. 

10. Termination Fee 

10.1 In the event that the QS receives capacity payments pursuant to Option B, Option C, Option 0 or Option E (as such 
options are defined in Appendix A and elected by the QS in Appendix E) or receives energy payments pursuant to the Fixed Firm Energy 
Payment Option (as such option is defined in Appendix A and elected by the QS in Appendix E) then, upon the termination of this Contract, 
the QS shall owe and be liable to FPL for a termination fee calculated in accordance with Appendix C (the "Termination Fee"). The QS's 
obligation to pay the Termination Fee shall survive the termination of this Contract. FPL shall provide the QS, on a monthly basis, a 
calculation of the Termination Fee. 

10. 1.1 The Termination Fee shall be secured (with the exception of governmental solid waste facilities covered by FPSC Rule 
25-17.091 in which case the QS may use an unsecured written commitment or promise to pay, in a form reasonably acceptable to FPL, by the 
local government which owns the Facility or on whose behalf the QS operates the Facilil)', to secure its obligation to pay the Termination 
Fcc) by the QS by: (iii) an unconditional, irrevocable, standby lcttcr{s) of credit issued by Qualified Issuer in form and substance acceptable 
to FPL (including provisions (a) permitting panial and full draws and (b) permitting FPL to draw upon such letter of credit, in full. if such 
letter of credit is not renewed or replaced at least thiny (30) business days prior to its expiration date, ("Termination Fee Letter or Credit"); 
(ill!) a bond, issued by a financially sound Company and in a form and substance acceptable to FPL, ("Termination Fee Bond"); or(~) a 
cash collateral deposit with FPL ("Termination Fee Cash Collateral") (any of( iy ), (iil!), or (iii£), the "Termination Security") . 

.!.!!..ll The specific security instrument selected by the QS for purposes of this Contract is: 

) Termination Fee Letter of Credit 
) Termination Fee Bond 
) Termination Fee Cash Collateral 

~.JQJ..l FPL shall have the right to monitor the financial condition of (i) the issuer or a Termination Fee Letter of 
Credit in the case of any Termination Fee Letter or Credit and (ii) the insurer{s), in the ease of any Termination Fee Bond. In the event the 
issuer of a Termination Fee Letter of Credit is no longer a Qualified Issuer or the issuer of a Termination Fee Bond is no longer financially 
sound. FPL may require the QS to replace the Tennination Fee Letter of Credit or the Termination Fee Bond, as applicable. In the event that 
FPL notifies the QS that it requires such a replacement, the replacement Termination Fee Letter of Credit or Termination Fee Bond, as 
applicable, must be issued by a Qualified Issuer or financially sound company within thiA) (JQ) ealeAiiaAcn C I 01 busjness days following 
such notification. Failure by the QS to comply with the requirements of this Section 10.1.2 shall be grounds for FPL to draw in full on any 
existing Termination Fee Letter of Credit or Termination Fee Bond and to exercise any other remedies it may have hereunder. 
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~10.1.4 After the close of each calendar quarter (March 31, June 30, September 30, and December 31) occurring 
subsequent to the Capacity Delivery Date, the QS shall provide to FPL within ten (10) ~days of the close of such calendar quarter 
with wrinen assurance and documentation (the "Security Documentation"), in form and substance acceptable to FPL, that the amount of the 
most recently provided Termination Security is sufficient to cover the balance of the Termination Fee. In addition to the foregoing. at any 
time during the term of this Contract, FPL shall have the right to request, and the QS shall be obligated to deliver within fove (5) business 
days of such request, such Security Documentation. Failure by the QS to comply with the requirements of this Section 10.1.3 shall be 
grounds for FPL to draw in full on any existing Termination Fee Lener of Credit or Termination Fee Bond or to retain any Termination Fee 
Cash Collateral, and to exercise any other remedies it may have hereunder to be applied against any Termination Fee that may be due and 
owing to FPL or that may in the future be due and owing to FPL . 

.w+.-4.!.l!..l.J_ Upon any termination of this Contract following the Capacity Delivery Date, FPL shall be entitled to reeeive 
(and in the case of the Termination Fee Lener of Credit or Termination Fee Bond, draw upon such Termination Fee Lener of Credit or 
Termination Fee Bond) and retain one- hundred percent (100%) of the Termination Security to be applied against any Termination Fee that 
may be due and owing to FPL or that may in the future be due and owing to FPL. FPL will transfer to the QS any proceeds and Termination 
Security remaining after liquidation. set-ofT and/or application under this Article after satisfaction in full of all amounts payable by the QS 
with respect to any Termination Fee or other obligations due to FPL; the QS in all events will remain liable for any amounts remaining 
unpaid after any liquidation, set-ofT and/or application under this Article. 

10.2 The QS, as the Pledgor of the Termination Security, hereby pledges to FPL, as the secured Party, as security for the 
Termination Fee, and grants to FPL a forst priority continuing security interest in, lien on and right of set-ofT against all Termination Security 
transferred to or received by FPL hereunder. Upon the transfer or return by FPL to the QS of Termination Security, the security interest and 
lien granted hereunder on that Termination Security will be released immediately and, to the extent possible, without any further action by 
either party. 

I 0.3 In lieu of any interest, dividends or other amounts paid or deemed to have been paid with respect to Termination Fee Cash 
Collateral held by FPL (all of which may be retained by FPL), FPL will transfer to the QS on a monthly basis the Interest Amount, as 
ealeolaled h) I'Pb.puryuanl to Sectjon 9 7 

"IA!eFesi!JllBOAf" RIOatlS, ,ilfi respe9ll9 eaeh Rl811lhl) peFied. tile Q@gregate SORI eftho 81ft8YHIS ofiole..,slealeYiated fer eaeh dll) 
iA lhlll RI9Aihf/ peFiad •• lhe prioeipolaot~o.ooolofQash CellateRII held h) I'Pb ""that d~·. deleRiliAeol h) FPb fer eaah sYah de. as 
~ 

(d tlla RA•e••l efthol TenRiAatieA l'ee Gash Cellaural ell that da. ; aowhi~lied h) 

()•) tho lotero.o Rooe in eAeol liiF that ~ay: di ·id•~ h) 

~ 

Th$ "htteu·t RHld11 ·m fie: thtl Fe~eFttl r~Atl9 g ·efftieht Ftlllit 8:!1 lfetf' li:Mtt tn tinlt iR eAeet 

---~edlt)ral ~unds Qtreraight Rau" "'eal\5, fer the F~oile"RRt detenninatien date. the Rite appesite the eaptieR ·~federal Ftuuls 
(llfweti"e)" as sol feflh fer that de;· in the ·eel;l:· statistieal release designated as II IS (~ 191. er eo) &Yeees.~ar ~ohlieatiea, 
pohlisheol h) !he Aea•ol efQe eRlePS aftlle V..deFel Re~BF a S)·steAl• I faA the deteFRiiAatiea date sueh raoe is aet. et p11hlishaol iA 
H. IS (SI9l. the FBI& far that dato ill he the Fale set i• Ceo~posite 3:39 P.H. Qoataliens feFIJ.S, Ga"eFA!IIent Soeurilies fer thai 
d&) IIRdor the eoplieA "l'edeFel l'unolsllllll!eti ·e l~ote." If ea the deterMiAatiall date SYeh Fete is aat • el p•hlished ill eitller II I~ 
(S I~ ar Caot~pesite 3·30 P.lt . QuatalieAs fer IJ.S. Qe· aRliReAI SaeYrities, the rate feFihat date , ·ill he doteFRiined as if !he PaFiies 
had speeilied "l!SQ Federal Foads llefe•eaee Qeelers" ee the aprlieahle rota. 

II. Perfonnance Factor 

FPL desires to provide an incentive to the QS to operate the Facility during on-peak and ofT-peak periods in a manner which 
approximates the projected performance ofFPL's Avoided Unit. A formula to achieve this objective is anached as Appendix B. 
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12. Default 

Notwithstanding the occurrence of any Force Majeure as described in Section 16. each of the following shall constitute an Event of 
Default: 

12.1 The QS fails to meet the applicable requirements specified in Section I of this Contract;, 

12.2 The QS changes or modif.es the Facility from that provided in Section I with respect to its type, location, technology or fuel 
source, without prior written approval from FP'-"' 

12.3 After the Capacity Delivery Date, the Facility fails, for twelve {12) consecutive months. to maintain an Annual Capacity 
Billing Factor, as described in Appendix B, of at least 70o/o;, 

12.4 The QS fails to comply with any of the provisions of Section 9.0 hereoft CCmnnlction/Pcrfunnancc $couritvl. 

12.S The QS fails to comply with any of the provisions of Section 10.0 hereof; CTcnnination Security!. 

12.6 The QS ceases the conduct of active business; or if proceedings under the federal bankruptcy law or insolvency laws shall be 
instituted by or for or against the QS or if a receiver shall be appointed for the QS or any of its assets or properties; or if any 
part of the QS's assets shall be attached, levied upon, encumbered, pledged, seized or taken under any judicial process, and 
such proceedings shall not be vacated or fully stayed within 30 days thereof; or if the QS shall make an assignment for the 
benefit of creditors, or admit in writing its inability to pay its debts as they become duet, 

12.7 The QS fails to give proper assurance acceptable to FPL of adequate performance as specified under this Contract within 30 
days after FPL, with reasonable grounds for insecurity, has requested in writing such assurancct. 

12.8 The QS materially fails to perform as specified under this Contract, including, but not limited to, the QS's obligations under 
any part of Sections 8. ~and ~ll. 

12.9 The QS fails to achieve the nerrniuinc. licensing, certification, and all federal, state and local governmental environmental and 
licensing approvals required to initiate construction of the Facility by no later than one year prior to th~ iR soP ie~ dat~ efth~ 
A eidedl'Rit; Guaranteed Cnnaci1y Datto!. 

12.10 The QS fails to comply with any of the provisions of Section 18.3 hcreof!Project Management~1 

12.11 Any of the representations or warranties made by the QS in this Contract is false or misleading in any material respect~ 
the tjnu Made;~ 

12.12 The occurrence of an event of default by the QS under the Interconnection Agreement or any applicable Wheeling 
Agreementt, 

12.13 The QS fails to satisfy its obligations under Section 18.17 orthis GoRif&HIJ 18.14 hcrcof!AssignmenU. 

12.14 The QS fails to deliver to FPI. jn accordance with thi• Contract ony energy or fim1 cnpacjtv required to be delivered 
fwreundcr or the deliverv or sale of anv such energy and finn capacity to qn entity other than FPL. 

12 .15 The OS (nilg to Mrfonn any material covenant or obligation under this Contra.ct not specifically mentioned in thi.s Section 
~ll, 

+.!MI2. 161fat any time after the Capacity Delivery Date. the QS reduces the Committed Capacity due to an event of Force 
Majeure and fails to repair the Facility and reset the Committed Capacity to the level set forth in Section S.l (as such level may 
be reduced by Section S.3) within twelve (12) months following the occurrence of such event of Force Majeure. 
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(a) termlnace !his ConlraCI, wilhout penalty or further obligation, except as Sd forlh in Section 13.2, by written notice to lhe QS, and offSd 
against any payment(s) due from FPL to lhc QS, any monies olhcrwise due from the QS to FPL; 

(b) draw on the Completion/Performance Security pursuantlo Section 9 or collect !he Termination Fee pursuanlto Seclion 10 as 
applicable; and 

(c) exercise any other rernedy(ies) which may be available to FPL at law or in equity. 

13.2 In the case of an Event of Dcfaul~ the QS recognizes that any remedy at law may be inadequate because this Con11act is unique 
andfor because the actual damages of FPL may be difficult to reasonably ascertain. Therefore, the QS agrees lhat FPL shall be entitled 10 pursue an 
action for specific performance, and the QS waiVI:S all of its rights to assert as a defense to such action !hal FPL's remedy at law is adequate. 

13.3 Termination shall not affect the liability of either party for obligations arising prior to such termination or for damages, if any, 
resulting from any breach of !his Contract. 

14. lndemnifiea lioniUmits 

14.1 FPL and the QS shall each be responsible for its own facilities. FPL and 1hc QS shall each be responsible for ensuring adequate 
safeguards for other FPL customers, FPL's and the QS's personnel and equipment, and for lhc protection of its own g~ting system. Subject to 
section 2. 7 Indemnity to Company, or section 2. 71 Indemnity to COtnpany - Governmental, FPL 's General Rules and Regulations of Tariff Sheet 
No.6.020 each party (lhe "IndemnifYing Party") agrees, to lhe extent permiued by applicable law, 10 indemnifY, pay, defend, and hold harmless the 
olher party (lhe "IndemnifYing Party") and its officers, directors, employees, agents and contractors (hereinafter called respectively, "FPL Entities" 
and "QS Entities") from and against any and all claims, demands, costs, or expenses for loss, damage, or injury to persons or property of the 
Indemnified Party (or to third parties) caused by, arising out of, or resulting from: (a) a breach by lhe Indemnifying Party of its covenants, 
representations, and warranties or obligations hereunder; (b) any act or Otnission by lhe Indernnil)'ing Party or its contractors, agents, servants or 
employees in coMection with lhe inslallation or operation of its generation system or the operation thereof In connection with the other Party's 
system; (c) any defect in, failure of, or fault related to, the lndemnil)'ing Party's generation system; (d) the negligence or willfill misconducl oflhe 
Indemnifying Party or its contraclors, agents, servants or employees; or (e) any other evcnl, act or incidenl, including the transmission and use of 
electricity, that is lhc resull of, or proximately caused by, the IndemnifYing Party or its contractors, agents. servants or employees. 

14.2 Payment by an Indemnified Party will nol be a condition precedent to the obligalions of !he IndemnifYing Party under Section 14. No 
Indemnified Party under Section 14 shall SCIIIc any claim for which it claims indemnification hereunder wi!houl first allowing lhe Indemnifying Party 
the rightlo defend such a claim. The IndemnifYing Party shall haVI: no obligalions under Section 14 in the event of a breach of !he foregoing senlcnce 
by the Indemnified Party. Section 14 shall survive termination of this Agreement. 

14.3 Limitation on Consequential, Incidental and Indirect Damages. TO TilE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BYLAW, NEITHER TilE 
QS NOR FPL, NOR TIIEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS. EMPLOYEES. MEMBERS, PARENTS. SUBSIDIARJES OR 
AFFILIATES. SUCCESSORS OR ASSIGNS. OR THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS. AGENTS, EMPLOYEES. MEMBERS, 
PARENTS, SUBSIDIARIES OR AFFILIATES, SUCCESSORS OR ASSIGNS, SHALL BE LIABLE TO TilE OTHER PARTY OR THEIR 
RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AGENTS, EMPLOYEES, MEMBERS, PARENTS, SUBSIDIARIES OR AFFILIATES. SUCCESSORS 
OR ASSIGNS, FOR CLAIMS, SUITS, ACTIONS OR CAUSES OF ACTION FOR INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, 
MULTIPLE OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES CONNECTED WITH OR RESULTING FROM PERFORMANCE OR NON·PERFORMANCE 
OF THIS CONTRACT, OR ANY ACTIONS UNDERTAKEN IN CONNECTION WITII OR RELATED TO TillS CONTRACT, INCLUDING 
WITIIOUT LIMITATION, ANY SUCH DAMAGES WHICH ARE BASED UPON CAUSES OF ACTION FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE AND MISREPRESENTATION), BREACH OF WARRANTY, STRICT LIABILITY, STATUTE, 
OPERATION OF LAW, UNDER ANY INDEMNITY PROVISION OR ANY OTHER TIIEORY OF RECOVERY. TO THE EXTENT ANY 
DAMAGES REQUIRED TO BE PAID HEREUNDER ARE LIQUIDATED, THE PARTIES ACKNOWLEOOE THAT THE DAMAOES ARE 
DIFFICULT OR IMPOSSIBLE TO DETERMINE, THAT OTHERWISE OBTAINING AN ADEQUATE REMEDY IS INCONVENIENT, AND 
THAT TilE LIQUIDATED DAMAGES CONSTITUTE A REASONABLE APPROXIMATION OF THE ANTICIPATED HARM OR LOSS. IF 
NO REMEDY OR MEASURE OF DAMAGES IS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN, THE OBLIGOR'S LIABILITY SHALL BE LIMITED TO 
DIRECT DAMAGES ONLY, AND SUCH DIRECT DAMAGES SHALL BE THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE MEASURE OF DAMAGES AND 
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ALL OTHER REMEDIES OR DAMAGES AT LAW OR IN EQUITY ARE WAIVED: PRQVIPEQ. HOWEVER, THE PARTIES AGREE 
THAT THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS WILL NOT IN ANY WAY LIMIT LIABILITY OR DAMAGES UNDER ANY THIRD PARTY 
CLAIMS OR THE LIABILITY OF A PARTY WHOSE ACTIONS GIVING RISE TO SUCH LIABILITY CONSTITUTE GROSS NEGLIGENCE 
OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT. THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION SHALL APPLY REGARDLESS OF FAULT AND SHALL SURVIVE 
TERMINATION. CANCELLATION. SUSPENSION. COMPLETION OR EXPIRATION OF THIS CONTRACT. NOTHING CONTAINED IN 
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE DEEMED TO BE A WAIVER OF A PARTY'S RIGHT TO SEEK INJUNCTIVE RELIEF. 

15. Insurance 

I S. l Tile QS shall procu~ or cause to be procu~d, and shall maintain throughout the enti~ term of this Contract, a policy or 
policies of liability inSU18llCe issued by an insurer acceptable to FPL on a standard "Insurance Services Office" commercial general liability 
form (such policy or policies, collectively, the "QS Insurance''). A certificate of insurance shall be delivered to FPL at least fifteen (IS) 
calendar days prior to the start of any interconnection work. At a minimum, the QS Insurance shall contain (a) an endorsement providing 
coverage, including products liability/completed operations coverage for the tenn of this Contract, and (b) a broad form contractual liability 
endorsement covering liabilities (i) which might arise under, or in the performance or nonperformance of, this Contract and the 
Interconnection Agreemen~ or (ii) caused by operation of the Facility or any of the QS's equipment or by the QS's failure to maintain the 
Facility or the QS's equipment in satisfactory and safe operating condition. Effective at least fifteen (IS) calendar days prior to the 
synchronization of the Facility with FPL's system. the QS Insurance shall be amended to include coverage for interruption or curtailment of 
power supply in accordance with industry standards. Without limiting the foregoing, the QS Insurance must be reasonably acceptable to FPL. 
Any p~mium assessment or deductible shall be for the account of the QS and not FPL. 

IS.2 Tile QS Insurance shall have a minimum limit of one million dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence, combined single limit, for 
bodily injury (including death) or property damage. 

I S.3 In the event that such insurance becomes totally unavailable or procurement thereof becomes commercially impracticable, 
such unavailability shall not constitute an Event of Default under this Contract. but FPL and the QS shall enter into negotiations to develop 
substitute protection which the Parties in their reasonable judgment deem adequate. 

I 5.4 To the extent that the QS Insurance is on a "claims made" basis, the retroactive date of lhe policy(ies) shall be lhe effective 
date of this Contract or such other date as may be agreed upon to protect the inte~sts of the FPL Entities and the QS Entities. Furthermore, to 
the extent the QS Insurance is on a "claims made" basis, the QS's duty to provide insurance coverage shall survive the termination of this 
Contract until lhe expiration of lhe maximum statutory period of limitations in the State of Florida for actions based in contract or in tort. To 
the extent the QS Insurance is on an "occurrence" basis, such insurance shall be maintained in effect at all times by the QS during the term of 
Ibis Contract. 

lS.S The QS Insurance shall provide that it may not be cancelled or materially altered without at least lhirty (30) calendar days' 
written notice to FPL. The QS shall provide FPL with a copy of any material communication or notice related to the QS Insurance within ten 
(I 0) business days of the QS's ~ceipt or issuance thereof. 

I S.6 The QS shall be designated as lhe named insured and FPL shall be designated as an additional named insured under the QS 
Insurance. The QS Insurance shall be endorsed to be primary to any coverage maintained by FPL 

16. Force Majeure 

Force Majeure is defined as an event or circumstance that is not within the reasonable control of, or the result of the negligence of. 
the affected party, and which, by the exercise of due diligence, the affected party is unable to overcome, avoid, or cause to be avoided in a 
commercially reasonable manner. Such events or circumstances may include, but are not limited to, acts of God, war, riot or insurrection, 
blockades, embargoes, sabotage, epidemics, explosions and fires not originating in lhe Facility or caused by its operation. hurricanes, floods, 
strikes, lockouts or other labor disputes, difficulties (not caused by the failure of the affected party to comply with lhe terms of a collective 
bargaining ag~ment), or actions or restraints by coun order or governmental authority or arbitration award. Force Majeu~ shall not include 
(ill) the QS's ability to sell capacity and energy to another market at a more advantageous price; (till) equipment brcalcdown or inability to use 
equipment caused by its design, construction, operation, maintenance or inability to meet regulatory standards, or olherwise caused by an 
event originating in lhe Facility: (iii£) ) a failure of performance of any olher entity, including any entity providing electric transmission 
service to the QS, except to the extent that such failure was caused by an event that would otherwise qualify as a Force Majeure event; (wg) 
failure oflhe QS to timely apply for or obtain permits. 
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16.1 Except as otherwise provided in this Contract, each party shall be excused from performance when its nonperformance was 
caused. directly or indirectly by an event of Force Majeure. 

16.2 In the event of any delay or nonperformance resulting from an event of Force Majeure, the party claiming Force Majeure shall 
notifY the other party in writing within two (2) business days of the occurrence of the event of Force Majeure, of the nature, cause, date of 
commencement thereof and the anticipated extent of such delay, and shall indicate whether any deadlines or date(s), imposed hereunder may 
be affected thereby. The suspension of performance shall be of no greater scope and of no greater duration than the cure for the Force 
Majeure requires. A party claiming Force Majeure shall not be entitled to any relief therefore unless and until conforming notice is provided. 
The party claiming Force Majeure shall notifY the other party of the cessation of the event of Force Majeure or of the conclusion of the 
affected party's cure for the event of Force Majeure, in either case within two (2) business days thereof. 

16.3 The party claiming Force Majeure shall use its best efforts to cure the cause(s) preventing its performance of this Contract; 
provided, however, the settlement of strikes, lockouts and other labor disputes shall be entirely within the discretion of the affected party, and 
such party shall not be required to settle such strikes, lockouts or other labor disputes by acceding to demands which such party deems to be 
unfavorable. 

16.4 If the QS suffers an occurrence of an event of Force Majeure that reduces the generating capability of the Facility below the 
Committed Capacity, the QS may, upon notice to FPL, temporarily adjust the Committed Capacity as provided in Sections 16.S and 16.6. 
Such adjustment shall be effective the first calendar day immediately following FPL' s receipt of the notice or such later date as may be 
specified by the QS. Furthermore, such adjustment shall be the minimum amount necessitated by the event of Force Majeure. 

16.S If the Facility is rendered completely inoperative as a result of Force Majeure, the QS shall temporarily set the Committed 
Capacity equal to 0 KW until such time as the Facility can partially or fully operate at the Committed Capacity that existed prior to the Force 
Majeure. If the Committed Capacity is 0 KW, FPL shall have no obligation to make capacity payments hereunder. 

16.6 If, at any time during the occurrence of an event of Force Majeure or during its cure, the Facility can partially or fully operate, 
then the QS shall temporarily set the Committed Capacity ai the maximum capability that the Facility can reasonably be expected to operate. 

16.7 Upon the cessation of the event of Force Majeure or the conclusion of the cure for the event of Force Majeure, the Committed 
Capacity shall be restored to the Committed Capacity that existed immediately prior to the Force Majeure. Notwithstanding any other 
provision of this Contract, upon such cessation or cure, FPL shall have the right to require a Committed Capacity Test to demonstrate the 
Facility's compliance with the requirements of this section 16.7. Any Commined Capacity Test required by FPL under this Section shall be 
additional to any Committed Capacity Test under Section S.3. 

16.8 During the occurrence of an event of Force Ml\ieure and a reduction in Committed Capacity under Section 16.4, all Monthly 
Capacity Payments shall renect, pro rata, the reduction in Committed Capac>ty, and the Monthly Capacity Payments will continue to be 
calculated in accordance with the pay-for-performance provisions in Appendix B. 

16.9 The QS agrees to be responsible for and pay the costs necessary to reactivate the Facility and/or the Interconnection with 
FPL's system if the same is (are) ~ndered inoperable due to actions of the QS, its agents, or Force Ml\ieu~ events affecting the QS. the 
Facility or the interconnection with FPL. FPL ag~es to ~activate, at its own cost, the interconnection with the Facility in circumstances 
where any interruptions to such interconnections are caused by FPL or its agents. 

17. Representations, Warranties, and Covenants of QS 

The QS represents and warrants that as of the Effective Date and for the term of this Contract: 

17.1 Organi2ation, Standing and Qualification 

The QS is a (corporation, partnership, or other, as applicable) duly organized and validly existing in good 
standing under the laws of and has all necessary power and authority to carry on its business as presently conducted, to 
own or hold under lease its properties and to enter into and perform its oblis-tions under this Contract and all other ~lated documents and 
agreements to which it is or shall be a Party. The QS is duly qualified or lic;ensed to do business in the State of Florida and in all other 
jurisdictions wherein the nature of its business and operation.s or the character of the properties owned or leased by it makes such 
qualification or licensing necessary and whe~ the failure to be so qualified or licensed would impair its ability to perform its obligations 
under this Contract or would result in a material liability to or would have a material adverse effect on FPL. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.044) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and TarlfTs 
Effective: August 18, 2009 
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FLORJDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

(Continued from Sheet No. 9.043) 

17.2 Due Authorization, No Approvals, No Defaults, etc. 

Second Revised Sheet No. 9.044 
Cancels First Sheet No. 9.044 

Each of the execution, delivery and perfonnance by the QS of this Contract has been duly authorized by all necessary action on the 
part of the QS, does not require any approval, except as has been heretofore obtained, of the (shareholders, 
partners, or others, as applicable) of the QS or any consent of or approval from any trustee, lessor or holder of any indebtedness or other 
obligation of the QS, except for such as have been duly obtained, and does not contravene or constitute a default under any taw, the 

(articles of incorporation, bylaws, or other as applicable) of the QS, or any agreement, judgment, injunction, order, 
-=dcae--e- o_r_o_th::-e-r-=in_strum_ ent binding upon the QS, or subject the Facility or any component part thereof to any lien other than as contemplated 
or pennitted by this Contract. This Contract constitutes QS's legal, valid and binding obligation, enforceable against it in accordance with 
the tenns hereof, except as such enforceability may be limited by applicable bankruptcy laws from time to time in effect that affect creditors' 
rights generally or by general principles of equity (regardless of whether such enforcement is considered in equity or at law). 

17.3 Compliance with Laws 

The QS has knowledge of all laws and business practices that must be followed in perfonning its obligation.s under this Contract. 
The QS is in compliance with all laws, except to the extent that failure to comply therewith would not, in the aggregate. have a material 
adverse effect on the QS or FPL. 

17.4 Governmental Approvals 

Except as expressly contemplated herein, neither the execution and delivery by the QS of this Contract, nor the consummation by 
the QS of any of the transactions contemplated thereby, requires the consent or approval of, the giving of notice to. the regiStration with, the 
recording or filing of any document with, or the taking of any other action in respect of governmental authority, except in respect of penn its 
(a) which have already been obtained and are in full force and effect or (b) are not yet required (and with respect to which the QS has no 
reason to believe that the same will not be readily obtainable in the ordinary course ofbusiness upon due application therefore). 

17.5 No Suits. Proceedings 

There are no actions. suits, proceedings or investigations pending or, to the knowledge of the QS, threatened against it at taw or in 
equity before any court or tribunal of the United States or any other jurisdiction which individually or in the aggregate could result in any 
materially adverse effect on the QS's business, properties, or assets or its condition, financial or otherwise, or in any impainnent of its ability 
to perfonn its obligations under this Contract. The QS has no knowledge of a violation or default with respect to any taw which could result 
in any such materially adverse effect or impairment. The QS is not in breach of, in default under, or in violation of, any applicable Law, or 
the provisions of any authorization, or in breach of, in default under, or in violation of, or in conflict with any provision of any promissory 
note, indenture or any evidence of indebtedness or security therefore, tease, contract, or other agreement by which it is bound, except for any 
such breaches. defaults, violations or conflic.ts which, individually or in the aggregate, could not reasonably be expected to have a material 
adverse effect on the business or financial condition of Buyer or its ability to perfonn its obligations hereunder. 

17.6 Environmental Maners 

17.6.1 QS Representations 

To the best of its knowledge after diligent inquiry. the QS knows of no (a) existing violations of any environmental laws at the 
Facility, including those governing hazardous materials or (b) pending. ongoing. or unresolved administrative or enforcement investigations. 
compliance orders, claims, demands, actions, or other litigation brought by governmental authorities or other third parties alleging violations 
of any environmental law or penni! which would materially and adversely affect the operation of the Facility as contemplated by this 
Contract. 

17.6.2 Ownership and Offering For Sale Of Renewable Energy Attributes 

The QS retains any and all rights to own and to sell any and all environmental attributes associated with the electric generation of 
the Facility, including but not limited to, any and all renewable energy cenificates, Mgreen tags" or other tradable environmental interests 
(collectively "RECs"), of any description. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.045) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effective: August 18,2009 
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FLORIDA POWER & LlGHT COMPANY 

(Continued fi'om Sheet No. 9.044) 

17.6.3 Changes in Environmental and Governmental Regulations 

SeeetteTbird Revised Sbeet No. 9.045 
Cancels R!os!Second Revised Sbeet No. 9.045 

If new environmental and other regulatory ~uircments enacted during the term of the Contract change FPL's full avoided cost of the unit on 
which the Contract is based, either pany can elect to have the contra<:t ~opened. 

17.7 Interconnection/Wheeling A~ment 

The QS has executed an interconnection a~ment with FPL, or reprc~nts or wanants that it has entc~ into a valid and enforceable 
Interconnection Agreement )'lith the utility in whose service tenitory the Facility is located, pursuant to which the QS assumes contractual responsibility to 
make any and all transmission-related arrangements (including control area services) between the QS and the 11111\Smining utility for delivery of the Facility's 
capacity and energy to FPL. 

17.8 Technology and Generator Capabilities 

That for the term of this Contract the Technology and Generator Capabilities table set forth in Section I is accurate and complete. 

18. Ceoeral ProvisioDJ 

18.1 Project Viability 

To assist FPL in assessing the QS'slinancialand technical viability, the QS shall provide the information and documents requested in Appendix 0 
or substantially similar documents, to the extent the documents apply to the type of Fa.cility covered by this Contrac~ and to the extent the documents arc 
available. All docurnonts to be considc~ by FPL must be submincd at the tim• this Contract is presented to FPL. Failure to provide the following such 
documents may result in a determination of non-viability by FPL. 

18.2 Permits; Site Control 

The QS hereby agrees to obtain and maintain ~ all ~ofR\i!$, ewiliollliens, lie••sos. ~•••••ts er .,pro als er ""> go ·eroMeotal 
~~which the QS is requi~d to obtain as a prerequisite to engaging in the activities specifoed in this Contract. QS shall also obtain and maintain 
Site Control for the Term of the Contract 

18.3 Project Management 

18.3.1 If ~uested by FPL. the QS shall submit to FPL its integrated proj.ect schedule for FPL 's ~view within sixty calendar days from the 
execution or this Contract, and a start-up and test schedule for the Facility at least sixty calendar days prior to stan-up and testing of the Facility. These 
schedules shall identifY key licensing. permitting, construction and operating milestone dates and activities. If ~quested by FPL, the QS shall submit progress 
reports in a form satisfactory to FPL every calendar month until the Capacity Delivery Date and shall notifY FPL of any changes in such schedules within ten 
calendar days after such changes a~ determined. FPL shall have the right to monitor the constl'\lction, stan-up and testing of the Facility, either on-site or off
site. FPL's technical review and inspections of the Facility and resulting requests, if any, shall not be construed as cndol'$ing the design thereof or as any 
wananty as to the safety, durability or reliability of the Facility 

18.3.2 The QS shall provide FPL with the final designer'slmanufacturer's gC"nerator capability curves, protective relay types, proposed protective 
relay sttting.s. main one-line diagrams, protective relay functional diayams, and alternating current and direct cunent elementary diagrams for review and 
inspection at FPL no later than one hundred eighty calendar days prior to the initial synchronization date. 

18.4 Assignment 

This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and shall be binding upon the Panics and their respective succcssol'$ and assigns, This Agreement 
shall not be assigned or traruferred by either Party without the prior written consent of lhe other Party, such consent to be granted or withheld in such other 
Party's sole discretion. Any di~ct or indirect change of control of QS (whether volunuary or by operation of law) shall be deemed an assignment and shall 
require the prior written consent of FPL. Notwithstanding the foregoing, either Party may, without the consent of the other Party, assign or transfer this 
Agreement: (ill) to any lender as collateral security for obligations under any financing documents entered into with such lender~ rmvode<l OS sholl hc 
re~noNiNe H:u FPI 's OOISQQ3ble CMI! and exnsp:;,;:s aswciilled wjt.b !he (£\!jew D¢gotjation e~rcution and dtlt\'(Q' <!(Am1 dncume!lls or jnfpmuttton puCSUtlDI 
to such C(lllot<ml M$jgnmem jneludjog rensqnabl( anornerf tl-et rh) to an affiliate of s-uch Party; provided. thai such affiliate's creditworthiness is equal to 
or better than that of such Party (and in no event less than Investment Cnade) as detcnmincd reasonably by the non-assigning or non-transferring Party and; 
providtd./urther, that any such affiliate shall agree in writing to be bound by and to asswne the tenms and conditions hc~ofand any and all obligations to the 
non-assigning or non-transferring Party arising or accruing hereunder from and after the -date of such assumption. "Investment Grade" means 888- or above 
from Standard&: Poo(s Corporation or 8aa;2 or above from Moody's Investor Services. 

18.S Disclaimer 

In executing this Contnlct FPL does not, nor should it be construed, to extend its c~it or financial suppon for the benefit of any third potties 
lending money to or having other transactions with the QS or any assignee of this Contract. 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
E«ective:June351 391a 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

1g.6 Notification 

(Continued from Sheet No. 9.045) 

First Revised Sheet No. 9.046 
Cancels Original Sheet No. 9.046 

All fonnal notices relating to this Contract shall be deemed duly given when delivered in person, or sent by registered or certified 
mail, or sent by fax if followed immediately with a copy sent by registered or certified mail, to the individuals designated below. The Parties 
designate the following individuals to be notified or to whom payment shall be sent until such time as either Paey furnishes the other Paey 
written inslructions to contact another individual: 

ForthcQS: 

ForFPL: 

Florida Power & Light Company 

700 Universe Boulevard 
Juno Beach, FL 3340g 
Attn: EMT Contracts Department 

This signed Contract and all related documents may be presented no earlier than g:oo a.m. on the effective date of the Standard Offer 
Contract, as dctennincd by the FPSC. Contracts and related documents may be mailed to the address below or delivered during nonnal 
business hours (g:oo a.m. to 4:45 p.m.) to the visitors' entrance at the address below: 

18.7 Applicable Law 

Florida Power & Light Company 
700 Universe Boulevard, Juno Beach, FL 3340g 

Attention: Contracts Manager/Coordinator 
EMT Contracts Department 

This Conlnlct shall be construed in accordance with and governed by. and the rights of the Parties shall be conslrued in acoordance 
with, the laws of the State of Florida as to all matters, including but not limited to matters of validity, conslruction, effect, perfonnance and 
remedies, without regard to conflict of law rules thereof. 

18.8 Venue 

The Parties hereby irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States District Court for the Southern District of 
Florida or, in the event that jurisdiction for any matter cannot be established in the United States District Court for the Southern District of 
Florida, in the state court for Palm Beach County, Florida, solely in respect of the interpretation and enforcement of the provisions of this 
Contract and of the documents referred to in this Contract, and in respect of the transactions contemplated hereby, and hereby waive, and 
agree not to assert, as a defense in any action, suit or prooeeding for the interpretation or enforcement hereof or of any such document, that it 
is not subject thereto or that such action, suit or proceeding may not be brought or is not maintainable in said courts or that the venue thereof 
may not be appropriate or that this Contract or any such document may not be enforced in or by such courts, and the Parties hereto 
irrevocably agree that all claims with respect to such action or proceeding shall be heard and detennined in such a court. The Parties hereby 
consent to and grant any such court jurisdiction over the persons of such Parties solely for such purpose and over the subject matter of such 
dispute and agree that mailing of process or other papers in connection with any such action or proceeding in the manner provided in Section 
18.8 hereof or in such other manner as may be pennitted by Law shall be valid and sufficient service thereof. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.047) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effective: October 4, 2011 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

(Continued from Sheet No. 9.046) 

First Revised Sheet No. 9.047 
Cancels Original Sheet No. 9.047 

18.9. Waiver of Jury Trial. EACH PARTY ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT ANY CONTROVERSY WHICH MAY 
ARISE UNDER nus CONTRACT IS LIKELY TO INVOLVE COMPLICATED AND DIFFICULT ISSUES, AND THEREFORE EACH 
PARTY HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AND UNCONDITIONALLY WAIVES ANY RIGHT A PARTY MAY HAVE TO A TRIAL BY 
JURY IN RESPECT OF ANY LITIGATION RESULTING fROM, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS CONTRACTOR THE 
TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED HEREBY. EACH PARTY CERTIFIES AND ACKNOWLEDGES THAT (i!) NO 
REPRESENTATIVE, AGENT OR ATTORNEY OF THE OTHER PARTY HAS REPRESENTED, EXPRESSLY OR OTHERWISE. 
THAT SUCH OTHER PARTY WOULD NOT, IN THE EVENT OF LITIGATION, SEEK TO ENFORCE THE FOREGOING WAIVER. 
(ii!l) EACH PARTY UNDERSTANDS AND HAS CONSIDERED THE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS WAIVER. (iii£) EACH PARTY 
MAKES THIS WAfVER VOLUNTARILY AND (i¥2) EACH PARTY HAS BEEN INDUCED TO ENTER INTO nus CONTRACT BY, 
AMONG OTHER THINGS, THE MUTUAL WAIVERS AND CERTIFICATIONS IN nus SECTION 18.9 

18.10 Taxation 

In the event that FPL becomes liable for additional taxes, including interest and/or penalties arising from an Internal Revenue 
SefYiee.s~ determination, through audit, ruling or other authorjty, that FPL 's payments to the QS for capacity under Options B, C, D, 
E or for energy pursuant to the Fixed Firm Energy Payment Option Dare not fully deductible when paid (additional tax liability), FPL may 
bill the QS monthly for the costs, including carl)'ing charges. interest and/or penalties, associated with the fact that all or a portion of these 
capacity payments are not currently deductible for federal and/or state income tax purposes. FPL, at its option, may offset these costs against 
amounts due the QS hereunder. These costs would be calculated so as to place FPL in the same economic position in which it would have 
been if the entire capacity payments had been deductible in the period in which the payments were made. If FPL decides to appeal the 
Internal Revenue Service's determination, the decision as to whether the appeal should be made through the administrative or judicial 
process or both, and all subsequent decisions pertaining to the appeal (both substantive and procedural). shall rest exclusively with FPL. 

18.11 Severability 

If any part of this Contract, for any reason, is declared invalid, or unenforceable by a public authority of appropriate jurisdiction, 
then such decision shall not affect the validity of the remainder of the Contract, which remainder shall remain in force and effect as if this 
Contract bad been executed without the invalid or unenforceable portion. 

18.12 Complete Agreement and Amendments 

All previous communications or agreements between the Parties, whether verbal or written, with reference to the subject matter of 
this Contract are hereby abrogated. No amendment or modilication to this Contract shall be binding unless it shall be set forth in writing and 
duly executed by both Parties. This Contract constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties. 

18.13 Survival of Contract 

This Contract, as it may be amended from time to time, shall be binding upon. and inure to the benelit of. the Parties' respective 
successors-in-interest and legal representatives. 

18.14 Record Retention 

The QS agrees to retain for a period of live (S) years from the date o ftermination hereof all records relating to the performance of 
its obligations hereunder, and to cause all QS Entities to retain for the same period all such records. 

IS. IS No Waiver 

No waiver of any of the terms and conditions of this Contract shall 'be effective unless in writing and signed by the Party against 
whom such waiver is SOt~ghtto be enforced. Any waiver of the terms hereof shall be effective only in the specilic instance and for the specilic 
purpose given. The failure of a Party to insist, in any instance, on the strict performance of any of the terms and conditions hereof shall not be 
construed as a waiver of such Party's right in the future to insist on such strict performance. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 9.048) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effective: ~t&)' 33, 3007 
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18.16 Set-OfT 

(Continued from Sheet No. 9.047) 

Fint Revised Sheet No. 9.048 
Cancels Original Sheet No. 9.048 

FPL may at any time, but shall be under no obligation to, set ofT any and all sums due from the QS against sums due to the QS 
hereunder. 

18.17 Assistance With FPL's evaluation of FIN 46R 

Accounting rules set forth in Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 46 (Revised December 2003) ("FIN 46R"), 
as well as future amendments and interpretations of those rules, may require FPL to evaluate whether the QS must be consolidated, as a 
variable interest entity (as defined in FIN 46R), in the consolidated financial statements of FPL. The QS agrees to fully cooperate with FPL 
and make available to FPL all financial data and other information, as deemed necessary by FPL, to perform that evaluation on a timely basis 
at inception of the PPA and periodically as required by FIN 46R. If the result of an evaluation under FIN 46R indicates that the QS must be 
consolidated in the financial statements of FPL, the QS agrees to provide financial statements, together with other required information, as 
determined by FPL, for inclusion in disclosures contained in the foomotes to the financial statements and in FPL 's required filings with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). The QS shall provide this infonnation to FPL in a timeframe consistent with FPL's earnings 
release and SEC filing schedules, to be determined at FPL's discretion. The QS also agrees to fully cooperate with FPL and FPL's 
independent auditors in completing an assessment of the QS's internal controls as required by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and in 
performing any audit procedures necessary for the independent auditors to issue their opinion on the consolidated financial statements of 
FPL. FPL will treat any information provided by the QS in satisfying Section 18.17 as confidential information and shall only disclose such 
information to the extent required by accounting and SEC rules and any applicable laws. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the QS and FPL executed this Contract this 

WITNESS: FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

Date. ___ _ ______ _ 

WITNESS: __________ ,(QS) 

Date. ___________ _ 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effective: July 29, 2008 

_________ ,day of 
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RATE SCHEDULE QS-2 
APPENDIX A 

, TOTH ESTANDARD OFFER CONTRACT 

Sixth Revised Sheet No. 10.300 
Cancels Fifth Revised Sheet No. 10.300 

STANDARD RAT E FOR PURCHASE OF FIRM CAPACITY AND ENERGY 
FROM A RENEWABLE ENERGY FACILITY 

OR A QUALIFYING FACILITY WIT H A DESIGN CAPACITY O F 100 KW OR LESS 
SCHEDULE 
QS-2, Finn Capacity and Energy 

AVAILABLE 
The Company will, under the provisions of this Schedule and the Company's "Standard Offer Contract for the Purchase of Finn 
Capacity and Energy from a Renewable Energy Facility or a Qualifying Facility with a design capacity of 100 KW or less" 
("Standard Offer Contract"), purchase finn capacity and energy offered by a Renewable Energy Facility specified in Section 
366.91, Florida Statutes or by a Qualifying Facility with a design capacity of 100 KW or less as specified in FPSC Rule 25-17· 
0832(4) and which is either directly or indirectly interconnected with the Company. Both of these types of facilities shall also be 
referred to herein as Qualified Seller or "QS". 

The Company will petition the FPSC for closure upon any of the following as related to the generating unit upon which this 
standard offer contract is based i.e. the Avoided Unit :(a) a request for proposals (RFP) pursuant to Rule 25-22.082, F.A.C., is 
issued, (b) the Company files a petition for a need determination or commences construction of the Avoided Unit when the 
generating unit is not subject to Rule 25-22.082, F.A.C., or (c) the generating unit upon which the standard offer contract is based is 
no longer part of the utility's generation plan, as evidenced by a petition to that effect filed with the Commission or by the utility's 
most recent Ten Year Site Plan. 

APPLICABLE 
To Renewable Energy Facilities as specified in Section 366.91, Florida Statutes producing capacity and energy from qualified 
renewable resources for sale to the Company on a finn basis pursuant to the terms and conditions of this schedule and the 
Company's "Standard Offer Contract". Finn Renewable Capacity and Renewable Energy are capacity and energy produced and 
sold by a QS pursuant to the Standard Offer Contract provisions addressing (among other things) quantity, time and reliability of 
delivery. 

To Qualifying Facilities ("QF"), with a design capacity of 100 KW or less, as specified in FPSC Rule 25-17.0832(4)(a) producing 
capacity and energy for sale to the Company on a firm basis pursuant to the terms and conditions of this schedule and the 
Company's "Standard Offer Contract", Finn Capacity and Energy are described by FPSC Rule 25-17.0832, F.A.C~ and are 
capacity and energy produced and sold by a QF pursuant to the Standard Offer Contract provisions addressing (among other things) 
quantity, time and reliability of delivery. 

CHARACTER OF SERVICE 
Purchases within the territory served by the Company shall be, at the option of the Company, single or three phase, 60 hertz 
alternating current at any available standard Company volt~~ge. Purchases from outSide the territory served by the Company shall 
be three phase, 60 hertz alternating current at the voltage level available at the interchange point between the Company and the 
entity delivering the Finn Energy and Capacity from the QS. 

LIMITATION 
Purchases under this schedule are subject to Section 366.91, Florida Statutes and/or FPSC Rules 25-17.0832 through 25-17.091, 
F.A.C., and 25-17.200 through 25-17.310 F.A.C and are limited to those Facilities which: 

A. Commit to commence deliveries of finn capacity and energy no later than the in-service date of the Avoided 
Unit, as detailed in Appendix II, and to continue such deliveries for a period of at least I 0 years up to a 
maximum of the life of the avoided unit; 

B. Are not currently under contract with the Company or with any other entity for the Facility's output for the 
period specified above 

(Continued on Sheet No. IO.JOt) 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effective: June 25, 2013 
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FLORIDA POWER& LIGHT COMPANY 

(Continued from Sheet No. I 0.300) 

RATES FOR PURCHASES BY THE COMPANY 

Seventh Revised Sheet No. 10.301 
Cancels Sixth Revised Sheet No. 10.301 

Firm Capacity and Energy an: purchased at a unit cost, in dollars per kilowatt per month and cents per kilowatt-hour, 
respectively, based on the capacity required by the Company. For the purpose of this Schedule, an Avoided Unit has been 
designated by the Company, and is detailed in Appendix II to this Schedule. Appendix I to this Schedule describes the 
methodology used to calculate payment schedules, applicable to the Company's Standard Offer Contract filed and approved 
pursuant to Section 366.91, Florida Statutes and to FPSC Rules 25-17.082 through 25-17.091, F.A.C and 25-17.200 through 25-
17.310, F.A.C. 

A. Firm Capacity Rates 
Options A through E an: available for payment of firm capacity which is produced by a QS and delivered to the 
Company. Once selected, an option shall remain in effect for the term of the Standard Offer Contract with the Company. 
A payment schedule, for the normal payment option as shown below, contains the monthly rate per kilowatt of Firm 
Capacity which the QS has contractually committed to deliver to the Company and is based on a contract term which 
extends ten (I 0) years beyond the in-service date of the Avoided Unit. Payment schedules for other contract terms, as 
specified in Appendix E, will be made available to any QS upon request and may be calculated based upon the 
methodologies described in Appendix I. The currently approved parameters used to calculate the schedule of payments 
are found in Appendix II to this Schedule. 

Adjustment to Capacity Pavment 
The firm capacity rates will be adjusted to reflect the impact that the location of the QS will have on FPL system 
reliability due to constraints imposed on the operation of FPL transmission tie lines. 

Appendix Ill shows, for illustration purposes, the factors that would be used to adjust the firm capacity rate for different 
geographical areas. The actual adjustment would be determined on a case-by-case basis. The amount of such adjustment, 
as well as a binding contract rate for firm capacity, shall be provided to the QS within sixty days ofFPL execution of the 
signed Standard Offer Contract. 

Option A· Fixed Value of Deferral Payments· Normal Capacity 
Payment schedules under this option are based on the value of a single year purchase with an in-service date of the 
Avoided Unit, as described in Appendix I. Once this option is selected, the current schedule of payments shall remain 
fixed and in effect throughout the term of the Standard Offer Contract. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 10.302) 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY Original Sheet No. 10.302 

(Continued 11om Sheet No. 10.301) 

Option B- Fixed Value of Deferral Payments- Early Capacity 

Payment schedules under this option are based upon the early capital cost component of the value of a year-by-year 
deferral of the Company's A voided Unit provided; however, that under no circumstances may payments begin before 
the QS is delivering finn capacity and energy to the Company pursuant to the tenns of the Standard Offer Contract. 
When this option is selected, the capacity payments shall be made monthly commencing no earlier than the Capacity 
Delivery Date of the QS and calculated using the methodology shown on Appendix I. 

The QS shall select the month and year in which the deliveries of finn capacity and energy to the Company are to 
commence and capacity payments are to start. The Company will provide the QS with a schedule of capacity payment 
rates based on the month and year in which the deliveries of finn capacity and energy are to commence and the tenn of 
the Standard Offer Contract as specified in Appendix E. 

Option C ·Fixed Value of Deferral Payment- Levelized Capacity 
Payment schedules under this option are based upon the levelized capital cost component of the value of a year-by
year deferral of the Company's Avoided Unit. The capital portion of capacity payments under this option shall 
consist of equal monthly payments over the tenn of the Standard Offer Contract, calculated as shown on Appendix 
I. The fixed operation and maintenance portion of the capacity payments shall be equal to the value of the year-by
year deferral of fixed operation and maintenance expense associated with the Company's Avoided Unit. The 
methodology used to calculate this option is shown in Appendix I. The Company will provide the QS with a 
schedule of capacity payment rates based on the month and year in which the deliveries of finn capacity and energy are 
to commence and the tenn of the Standard Offer Contract as specified in Appendix E. 

Option D- Fixed Value of Deferral Payment- Euly Levelized Capacity 
Payment schedules under this option are based upon the early levelized capital cost component of the value of a 
year-by-year deferral of the Company's Avoided Unit. The capital portion of the capacity payments under this 
option shall consist of equal monthly payments over the tenn of the Standard Offer Contract, calculated as shown 
on Appendix I. The fixed operation and maintenance expense shall be calculated as shown in Appendix I. At the 
option of the QS, payments for early levelized capacity shall commence at any time before the anticipated in
service date of the Company's Avoided Unit as specified in Appendix E, provided that the QS is delivering finn 
capacity and energy to the Company pursuant to the tenns of the Standard Offer Contract. The Company will 
provide the QS with a schedule of capacity payment rates based on the month and year in which the deliveries of finn 
capacity and energy are to commence and the tenn of the Standard Offer Contract as specified in Appendix E. 

Option E - Flexible Payment Option 
Payment schedules under this option are based upon a payment stream elected by the QS consisting of the capital 

component of the Company's avoided unit. Payments can commence at any time after the actual in-service date of 
the QS and before the anticipated in-service date of the utility's avoided unit, as specified in Appendix E, provided 
that the QS is delivering finn capacity and energy to the Company pursuant to the terms of the Standard Offer 
Contract. Regardless of the payment stream elected by the QS, the cumulative present value of capital cost 
payments made to the QS over the tenn of the contract shall not exceed the cumulative present value of the capital 
cost payments which would have been made to the QS had such payments been made pursuant to FPSC Rule 2S-
17.0832(4)(g)l, F.A.C. Fixed operation and maintenance expense shall be calculated in confonnance with Rule 
25-17.0832(6),F.A.C. The Company will provide the QS with a schedule of capacity payment rates based on the 
infonnation specified in Appendix E. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 10.303) 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

B. Energy Rates 

(Continued from Sheet No. I 0.302) 

Sixth Revised Sheet No. I 0.303 
Cancels Fifth Revised Sheet No. 10.303 

(I) Payments Associated wjth As-Available Energy Costs prior to the In-Service Date of the Avoided Unit. 

Options A or B are available for payment of energy which is produced by the QS and delivered to the Company 
prior to the in-service date of the Avoided Unit. The QS shall indicate its selection in Appendix E, Once selected; 
an option shall remain in effect for the term of the Standard Offer Contract with the Company. 

Option A- Energy Payments based on Actual Energy Costs 

The energy rate, in cents per kilowatt-hour (¢/KWh), shall be based on the Company's actual hourly avoided energy 
costs which are calculated by the Company in accordance with FPSC Rule 25-17.0825, F.A.C. Avoided energy costs 
include incremental fuel, identifiable operation and maintenance expenses, and an adjustment for line losses reflecting 
delivery voltage. The.calculation of the Company's avoided energy costs reflects the delivery of energy from the 
region of the Company in which the Delivery Point of the QS is located. When economy transactions take place, the 
incremental costs are calculated as described in FPL's Rate Schedule COG-I. 

The calculation ofp11yments to the QS shall be based on the sum, over all hours of the billing period, of the product of 
each hour's avoided energy cost times the purchases of energy from the QS by the Company for that hour. All 
purchases of energy shall be adjusted for losses from the point of metering to the Delivery Point. 

Option B- Energy Payments based on the year by year projection of As-Available energy costs 

The energy rate, in cents per kilowatt-hour (¢/KWh), shall be based on the Company's year by year projection of 
SYstem incremental fuel costs, prior to hourly economy sales to other utilities, based on normal weather and fuel market 
conditions (annual As-Available Energy Cost Projection which are calculated by the Company in accordance with 
FPSC Rule 25-17.0825, F.A.C. and with FPSC Rule 25-17.250(6) (a) F.A.C.) plus a fuel market volatility risk 
premium mutually agreed upon by the utility and the QS. Prior to the start of each applicable calendar year, the 
Company and the QS shall mutually agree on the fuel market volatility risk premium for the following calendar year, 
normally no later than November 15. The Company will provide its projection of the applicable annual As-Available 
Energy Cost prior to the start of the calendar year, normally no later than November IS of each applicable calendar 
year. In addition to the applicable As-Available Energy Cost projection the energy payment will include identifiable 
operation and maintenance expenses, an adjustment for line losses reflecting delivery voltage and a factor that reflects 
in the calculation of the Company's A voided Energy Costs the delivery of energy from the region of the Company in 
which the Delivery Point of the QS is located. 

The calculation of payments to the QS shall be based on the sum, over all hours of the billing period, of the product of 
each hour's applicable Projected Avoided Energy Cost times the purchases of energy from the QS by the Company for 
that hour. All purchases of energy shall be adjusted for losses from the point of metering to the Delivery Point. 

(2) Payments Associated with Applicable Avoided Energy Costs after the In-Service Date of the Avoided Unit. 

Option C is available for payment of energy which is produced by the QS and delivered to the Company after the 
in-service date of the avoided unit. In addition, Option 0 is available to the QS which elects to fix a ponion of the 
firm energy payment. The QS shall indicate its selection of Option 0 in Appendix E, once selected, Option 0 shall 
remain in effect for the term of the Standard Offer Contract. 

Option C- Energy Payments based on Actual Energy Costs starting on the jn-servjce date of the Avoided Unit. as 
detailed in Apocndjx II. 

The calculation of payments to the QS for energy delivered to FPL on and after the in-service date of the Avoided 
Unit shall be the sum, over all hours of the Monthly Billing Period, of the product of (a) each hour's firm energy 
rate (¢/KWh); and (b) the amount of energy (KWH) delivered to FPL from the Facility during that hour. 

(Continued on Sh«t No. 10.304) 
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~Eighth Revised Sheet No. 10.304 

Cancels ~eventh Revised Sheet No. 10.304 

(Continued from Sheet No. 10.303) 

For any Dispatch Hour the firm energy rate shall be, on an hour-by-hour basis, the Company's Avoided Unit Energy 
Cost. For any other period during which energy is delivered by the QS to FPL, the firm energy rate in cents per 
ki lowatt hour (¢/KWh) shall be the following on an hour-by-hour basis: the lesser of (a) the as-available energy rate 
calculated by FPL in accordance with FPSC Rule 25-17.0825, FAC, and FPL's Rate Schedule COG-I, as they may 
each be amended from time to time and (b) the Company's Avoided Unit Energy Cost. The Company's Avoided 
Unit Energy Cost, in cents per kilowatt-hour (¢/KWh) shall be defined as the product of: (a) the fuel price in 
S/mmBTU as determined from gas prices published in Platts Inside FERC Gas Market Report, first of the month 
posting for Florida Gas Transmission Zone 3, plus all charges, surcharges and percentages that are in elfeet from 
time to time for service under Gulfstream Natural Gas System's Rate Schedule FTS; and (b) the average annual 
heat rate of the Avoided Unit, plus (c) an additional payment for variable operation and maintenance expenses 
which will be escalated based on the actual Producer Price Index. All energy purchases shall be adjusted for losses 
from the point of metering to the Delivery Point. The calculation of the Company's avoided energy cost reflects the 
delivery of energy from the geographical area of the Company in which the Delivery Point of the QS is located. 

Option D- Fixed Firm Energy Payments Starting as early as the In-Service Date of the OS Facility 

The calculation of payments to the QS for energy delivered to FPL may include an adjustment at the election of the 
QS in order to implement the provisions of Rule 25-17.250 (6) (b), F.A.C. Subsequent to the determination of full 
avoided cost and subject to the provisions of Rule 25-17.0832(3) (a) through (d), F.A.C., a portion of the base 
energy costs associated with the avoided unit, mutually agreed upon by the utility and renewable energy generator, 
shall be fixed and amortized on a present value basis over the term of the contract starting, at the election of the QS, 
as early as the in-service date of the QS. "Base energy costs associated with the avoided unit" means the energy 
costs of the avoided unit to the extent the unit would have operated. The portion of the base energy costs mutually 
agreed to by the Company and the QS shall be specified in Appendix E. The Company will provide the QS with a 
schedule of "Fixed Energy Payments" over the term of the Standard Offer Contract based on the applicable 
information specified in Appendix E. 

ESTIMATED AS-AVAILABLE ENERGY COST 
Fer infef!llatienal J'Urpeses e11ly. the estimAte~ inerementele,.ei~e~ en erg) ees~ fer the 11e.ttte11 BIIIIHRI Jlerie~s 111e JIFe, idetl in 
A~~eRdiJ; II te this sehedule. In additie11. a aided e11erg) eesl payRtents will iRelude a pB)'IRellt fer "BFiallle eperRtieR aRd 
lftBiRtCIIBJiae CliJI811585. 
As required in Section2S-17.0832, F.A.C., as-available energy cost projections until the in-service date of the avoided unit 
will be provided within 30 days of receipt by FPL of a written request for such projections by any interested person. 

A MW llleel; si~e FBRging frem 58 MJ.'l te ~5 MW ltiiS !leeR used te ealeulale lhe eslimaled As AYailallle eRergy east. 
ESTIMATED UNIT FUEL COST 
+!teAs required in Section 25-17.0832. F.A.C. the estimated unit fuel costs listed in ApJieRdinll te this seltedule are 
associated with the Company's Avoidee.:Ynit and are based on current estimates of the price of natural gas will be provided 
within 30 davs of a written request for such an estinlate. 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

DELIVERY VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT 

(Continued from Sheet No. 10.304) 

Sixth Revised Sheet No. 10.305 
Cancels Fifth Revised Sheet No. 10.305 

Energy payments to a QS within the Company's service territory shall be adjusted according to the delivery voltage by the 
multipliers provided in Appendix II. 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
Payments for Firm Capacity are conditioned on the QS's ability to maintain the following performance criteria: 

A. Capacity Delivery Date 
The Capacity Delivery Date shall be no later than the projected in-service date of the Company's Avoided Unit, as detailed 
in Appendix U. 

B. Availability and Capacity Factor 
The Facility's availability and capacity factor are used in the determination of firm capacity payments through a 
performance based calculation as detailed in Appendix B to the Company's Standard Offer Contract. 

METERING REQUIREMENTS 
A QS within the territory served by the Company shall be required to purchase from the Company hourly recording meters to 
measure their energy deliveries to the Company. Energy purchases from a QS outside the territory of the Company shall be 
measured as the quantities scheduled for interchange to the Company by the entity delivering Firm Capacity and Renewable 
Energy to the Company. 

For the purpose of this Schedule, the on-peak hours shall be those hours occurring April I through October 31 Mondays through 
Fridays, from 12 noon to 9:00pm. excluding Memorial Day,lndependence Day and Labor Day; and November I through March 
31 Mondays through Fridays from 6:00a.m. to 10:00 a.m. and 6:00p.m. to 10:00 p.m. prevailing Eastern time excluding 
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and New Years Day .. FPL shall have the right to change such On-Peak Hours by providing 
the QS a minimum of thirty calendar days' advance written notice. 

BILLING OPTIONS 
A QS, upon entering into a Standard Offer Contract for the sale of firm capacity and energy or prior to delivery of as-available 
energy, may elect to make either simultaneous purchases from and sales to the Company, or net sales to th.e Company; provided, 
however, that no such arrangement shall cause the QS to sell more than the Facility's net output. A decision on billing methods 
may only be changed: I) when a QS selling as-available energy enters into a Standard Offer Contract for the sale of firm capacity 
and energy; 2) when a Standard Offer Contract expires or is lawfully terminated by either the QS or the Company; 3) when the 
QS is selling as-available energy and has not changed billing methods within the last twelve months; 4) when the election to 
change billing methods will not contravene this Tariff or the contract between the QS and the Company. 

If a QS elects to change billing methods, such changes shall be subject to the following: I) upon at least thirty days advance 
written notice to the Company; 2) the installation by the Company of any additional metering equipment reasonably required to 
effect the change in billing and upon payment by the QS for such metering equipment and its installation; and 3) upon completion 
and approval by the Company of any alteration(s) to the interconnection reasonably required to effect the change in billing and 
upon payment by the QS for such alteration(s). 

Payments due a QS will be made monthly and normally by the twentieth business day following the end of the billing period. The 
kilowatt-hours sold by the QS and the applicable avoided energy rates at which payments are being made shall accompany the 
payment to the QS. 

A statement covering the charges and payments due the QS is rendered monthly, and payment normally is made by the twentieth 
business day following the end of the billing period. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 10.306) 
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(Continued from Sheet No. 10.30S) 

CHARGES TO ENERGY FACILITV 
The QS shall be responsible for all applicable charges as currently approved or as they may be approved by the Florida Public 
Service Commission, including, but not limited to: 

A. Customer Charges: 
Monthly customer charges for meter reading, billing and other applicable administrative oosts as per applicable Customer Rate Schedule. 

B. Interconnection Charge for Non-Variable Utllitv Exoenses 
The QS shall bear the cost required for interconnection, including the metering. The QS shall have the option of(i) payment 
in full for the interconnection costs including the time value of money during the construction of the interconnection 
facilities and providing a Bond, Letter of Credit or comparable assurance of payment aoceptable to the Company adequate to 
cover the interconnection cost estimates, (ii) payment of monthly invoices fiom the Company for actual costs progressively 
incurred by the Company in installing the interconnection facilities, or (iii) upon a showing of credit worthiness, making 
equal monthly installment payments over a period no longer than thirty-six (36) months toward the full cost of 
interconnection. In the laner case, the Company shall assess interest at the rate then prevailing for thirty (30) day highest 
grade commercial paper, such rate to be specified by the Company thirty {30) days prior to the date of each installment 
payment by the QS. 

C. Interconnection Charge for Variable Utilitv Exoenses 

D. 

The QS shall be billed monthly for the variable utility expenses associated with the operation and maintenance of the 
interconnection facilities. These include (a) the Company's inspect.ions of the interconnection facilities and (b) maintenance 
of any equipment beyond that which would be required to provide normal electric service to the QS if no sales to the 
Company were involved. · 

In lieu of payment for actual charges, the QS may pay a monthly charge equal to a percentage of the installed cost of the 
interconnection facilities as provided in Appendix II. 

Taxes and As~sments 
In the event tat FPL becomes liable for additional taxes, including interest and/or penalties arising fiom an Internal 
Revenue Service's determination, through audit, ruling or other authority, that FPL's payments to the QS for capacity under 
options B, C, D, E or for energy pursuant to the Fixed Firm Energy Payment Option D are not fully deductible when paid 
(additional tax liability), FPL may bill the QS monthly for the costs, including canying charges, interest and/or penalties, 
associated with the fact that all or a portion of these capacity payments are not currently deductible for fedet11l and/or state 
income tax pUiposes. FPL, at its option, may offset these costs against amounts due the QS hereunder. These costs would 
be calculated so as to place FPL in the same economic position in which it would have been. if the entire early, levelized or 
early levelized capacity payments or the Fixed Firm Energy Payment had been deductible in the period in which the 
payments were made. IfFPL decides to appeal the Internal Revenue Service's detennination, the decision as to whether the 
appeal should be made through the administrative or judicial process or both, and all subsequent decisions pertaining to the 
appeal (both substantive and procedural), shall rest exclusively with FPL. 

(Continued on Sheet No. I 0.307) 
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(Continued tiom Sheet No. 10.306) 

TERMS OF SERVICE 

(I) It shall be the QS's responsibility to infonn the Company of any change in its electric generation capability. 

(2) Any electric service delivered by the Company to a QS located in the Company's service area shall be subject to the 
following tenns and conditions: 

(a) A QS shall be metered separately and billed under the applicable retail rate schedule(s), whose tenns and 
conditions shall pertain. 

(b) A security deposit will be required in accordance with FPSC Rules 25-17.082(5) and 25-6.097, F.A.C., and the 
following: 

(i) In the first year of operation, the security deposit should be based upon the singular month in which the 
QS's projected purchases from the Company exceed, by the greatest amount, the Company's estimated 
purchases from the QS. The security deposit should be equal to twice the amount of the difference 
estimated for that month. The deposit is required upon interconnection. 

(ii) For each year thereafter, a review of the actual sales and purchases between the QS and the Company 
will be conducted to detennine the actual month of maximwn difference. The security deposit should 
be adjusted to equal twice the greatest amount by which the actual monthly purchases by the QS 
exceed the actual sales to the Company in that month. 

(c) The Company shall specifY the point of interconnection and voltage level. 

(d) The QS must enter into an interconnection agreement with the Company which will, among other things, 
specifY safety and reliability standards for the interconnection to the Company's system. In most instances, the 
Company's filed Interconnection Agreement for QualifYing Facilities will be used; however, special features of 
the QS or its interconnection to the Company's facilities may require modifications to this Interconnection 
Agreement or the safety and reliability standards contained therein. 

(3) Service under this rate schedule is subject to the rules and regulations of the Company and the Florida Public Service 
Commission. 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 

(I) Special contracts deviating from the above standard rate schedule are allowable provided the Company agrees to 
them and they are approved by the Florida Public Service Commission. 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
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APPUCABILITY 

APPENDIX I 
TO RATE SCHEDULE QS-2 

CALCULATION OF VALUE OF DEFERRAL PAYMENTS 

Appendix I provides a detailed dcs<:riplion of the methodology used by the Company to calculate the monthly values of deferring or avoiding the 
Company's Avoided Unit identified in Schedule QS-2. When used in conjunction with the current FPSC-approved cost parame!CIS associated with the 
Company's A voided Unit contained in Appendix II, a QS may determine the applicable value of deferral eapaeity paymeott rate associated with the 
timing and open1ion of its panicular facility should the QS enter into a Standard Offer COIIIniCI with the Company. 

CALCULATIONOFVALVEOFDEFEBRALOPTIONA 
FPSC Rule 25-17.0832(5) specifies that avoided capacity COSts, in dollars per kilowatt per month, associated with capacity sold to a utility by a QS 
pursuant to the Company's Standard Offer Conttact shall be defined as the year-by-year value of deferral of the Company's Avoided Unit. The year-by
year value of deferral shall be the difference in n:vcnue requirements associated with deferring the Companys Avoided Unit one year, and shall be 
calcula1ed as follows: 

Where. for a one year deferral: 

V ACe utility's monthly value of avoided capacity and 0 & M, 
in dollars per kilowan per month. for each month of 
yearn; 

K present value of canying charges for one dollar or 
investment over L years with canying charges 
computed using average annual rBie base and assumed 
to be paid at the middle of each year and present valued 
to the middle of the first year; 

R (I +ip)/(1 +r); 

1. total din:ct and indirect cost. in mid·year dollars per 
kilowatt including AFUDC but excluding CWIP, of the 
Company's A voided Unit with an in-service dB1e or year 
n, including all identifiable and quantifiable costs 
relating to the consllllction of the CompanY'S A voided 
Unit which would haw been paid bad the Unit been 
constructed; 

o. total fixed operBiion and maintenance expense for the 
year n. in mid-year dollars per kilowan per year, of the 
Companys A voided Unit; 

i, annual escaiBiion rate associated with the plant cost of 
the Company's Avoided Unit(s); 

io annual escaiBiion rate associated with the opera1ion and maintenance expense of the Company's 
Avoided Unit(s); 

L 

annual discount rate, defined as the utility's incremental after-tax cost of capital; 

expected life of the Compants Avoided Unil(s); and 

year for which the Company"s Avoided Unit(s) is (are) deferred starting with its (their) original 
anticipated in-service date(s) and ending with the termination of the Company's Standard Offer 
Contract. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 10.309) 
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(Continued from Sheet No. I 0.308) 

CALCULATION OF FIXED VALVE OF DEFERRAL PAYMENTS- EARLY CAPACITV-PPTION 8 

Nonnally, payments for finn capacity shall not commence until the in-service date of the Company's Avoided Unit(s). At the option of the QS, howeYCr, 
the Company may begin making payments for early capacity consisting or the capital cost component of the value of a year-by-year deferral of the 
Company's Avoided Unit starting as early as the in-se<vice date of the QS facility. When such payments for early capacity are elected. the avoided capital 
cost component of capacity payments shall be paid monthly commencing no earlier than the Capacity Deli'ICI)' Dale of the QS, and shall be calculated as 

follows: 

(1 + . jm·l) (1 + . jm·l) 

A = A 'P + A 
10 fior m = 1 to 1 

m c 12 ° 12 

Where: 

io 

m 

monthly payments to be made to the QS for each month of the contract yearn, 
in dollars per kilowau per month in which QS deliYCrS capacity pursuant to 
the early capacity option: 

annual escalation rate associated with the plant cost of the Company's 
Avoided Unit(s): 

annual escalation rate associated with the operation and maintenance expense 
of the Company's Avoided Unit(s): 

year for which the fixed value of deferral payments under the early capacity 
option are made to a QS, starting in year one and ending in the year t; 

the term, in years, of the Standard Offer Contract: 

Ac - F [(1-R)/(1-R ')] 

Where: 
F 

R 

Where: 

G 

R 

the cumulative present value, in the year that the contractual payments will begin, of the avoided 
capital cost component of capacity payments which would have been made had capacity 
payments commenced with the anticipated in-service date of the Company's Avoided Unit(s): 

(I +ip)/(l+r) 

annual discowlt rate, defmcd as the Company's inaemental after-tax cost of capital: and 

Ao G [(I - R) /(1- R ')J 

The cwnulative presen1 value, in the year that the conlractual payments will begin, of the avoided 
fixed operation and maintenance expense component of capacity payments which would have been 
made had capacity payments commenced with the anticipated in-seMce date of the Company's 
Avoided Unit(s). 

(I +io)/(1 +r) 

The cumntly approved parameters applicable to the fonnulas above are found in Appendix 11. 

(Continued on Sheet No. I 0.31 0) 
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(Continued from Sheet No. l 0.309) 

CALCULATION OF FIXED VALUE OF DEFERRAL PAYMENTS- LEVELIZED AND .EARLY LEVELl ZED CAPACITY
OPTION C & OPTION D. RESPECTIVELY 

Monthly fiXed value of deferral payments for levelized and early levelized capacity shall be calculated as follows: 

Where: 

F 

0 

F r 
PL = 12 x 1-(J+r}" 

+ 0 

the monthly levelized capacity payment, staning on or prior to the in· 
service date of the Company's Avoided Unit(s); 

the cumulative present value, in the year that the contractual payments 
will begin, of the avoided capital cost component of the capacity 
payments which would have been made had the capacity payments not 
been leveliz.ed; 

the annual discount rate, defined as the Company's incremental after-tax 
cost of capital; 

the tenn, in years, of the Standard Offer Contract; 

the monthly fixed operation and maintenance component of the capacity 
payments, calculated in accordance with calculation of the ftXed value of 
deferral payments for the leveliz.ed capacity or the early levelized capacity 
options. 
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-NiRfltTenth Revised Sheet No. 10.311 
Cancels Eigltfh.!:fuilll Revised Sheet No. 10.311 

APPENDIX II 

TO RATE SCHEDULE QS-2 
A VOIDED UNIT INFORMATION 

The Company's Avoided Unit hu bttn determined to bt a ~l.§ll MW Grttnfield Combined Cyclt Unit with an in-service date of 
June l , ~2024 and a heat rate of~~ Btu/kWh. 

EXAMPLE STANDARD OFFER CONTRACT A VOIDED CAP A CITY PAYMENTS 

FOR A CONTRACT TERM OF TEN YEARS FROM TilE IN-SERVICE DATE OF TilE AVOIDED UNIT 

(SIKWIMONTH) 
Option A Option 8 Oplion C Option D 

Contracl Year Normal Capacity Early Capacity Levelized Capacity, Early Levelized Capacity 
Pa~menl Paxment Paxment Paxment 

~2020 s s -~.28 $ s ~5.93 

~Zill s $ -2,G.5.39 s s ~5.93 

~2022 $ $ .;yo.5.so $ s ~5.93 

~ZQU $ $ -~U!. s s ~~ 
~lnll $ 7.65 s.n s ~Ul s ·9.56 $ ~ill 
~~ $ ~.80 $ ~ill $ ·9.56 $ ~ill 
~2026 $ ~.09 s ~~ $ -9.56 $ ~ill 
~.6!lll $ -H+-9.29 s ~ s ·9.56 $ ~.ul 
;wuz.m $ --9,&+9.48 s ~. 1 9 $ ~ll{! $ ~ill 
~2029 $ -IAAJ.2&! s ~U! s ~~ $ ~ill 
~~ s ~9.8'1 s &.M6.44 s ~9.56 s ~ill 
~.lli.! s ~.!Q.!! s c..3U~ s ~~ $ ~ill 
~~ s ~.ll!Jl s ~ s: ~~ $ ~5.93 

~~ s ~10.54 s +.-146.84 $ . .. ~~ $ ~ill 
. . . ·,·. ~ ·. : ; .. :,:;:.~ ~ :·s · i!!;~s · -·~ ,, .... 

!:::· · ');; 1: -~:~:/·i~~#.::t·~Hi~ :;.;_ . · ·::~:~:~1i!;:;·;,~~f:],1(~J;:_i::~6~tti;:.:?~f~;?~~;~,t~!· ;·::~:~i~;::··f •.' 
~~ s ~.lllZ s ~ s: ~~ $ ~ill 

ESflMA TED AS-A V AJLABLE ENERGY COST 

For informational purposes, lbt must recent estimated incremental avoided energy costs for the next ten years"' o M fells• mvill 
_!!!provided wilhin thirtv (30) daV$ of written request. 

. · .: .. 
E11illla1ea • s lwalle~le Eae~ c;s.t .. 
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ESTI~tATED UNIT FUEL COSTS (S/MMBtu): 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
SeeeHThird Revised Sheet No. 10.31J.1 

Cane;.;--~ond Sheet No. 10.311.1 

FlXED VALUE OF DEFERRAL PAYMENTS- NORMAL CAPACITY OPTION PARAMETERS 

Where, for a one year deferral: 

VACm 

K 

'· 
o. 

L 

n 

n 

F 

Company's value of avoided capacity and O&M, in dollars per kilowatt per month, during month m: 

present value of carrying charges for one dollar of investment over L years with carrying 
charges computed using average annual rate base and assumed to be paid at the middle of each year 
and present valued to the middle of the first year: 

tOial direct and indirect cost. in mid-year dollars per kilowatt including AFUDC but excluding CWIP, 
of the Company's Avoided Unit with an in-service date of yearn; 
total fixed operation and maintenance expense, for the yearn, in mid-year dollars 
per kilowatt per year, ofthe Company's Avoided Unit; 

aMual escalation rate associated with the plant cost of the Company's Avoided Unit; 

annual escalation rate associated with the operation and maintenance expense of the 
Company's Avoided Unit; 

annual discount rate, defined as the Company's incremental after-tax cost of capital; 

expected life of the Company's Avoided Unit; 

year for which the Company's Avoided Unit is deferred starting with its original 
anticipated in-service date and ending with the termination of the Slandard Otrer Contrac~ 

FIXED VALUE OF DEFERRAL PAYMENTS- EARLY CAP A CITY OPTION PARAMETERS 

monthly capacity payments to be made to the QS staning on the year the QS elects to stan receiving early capacity 
payments. in dollars per kilowatt per month: 

annual escalation rate associated with the plant cost of the Company's Avoided Unit: 

annual escalation rate associated with the operation and maintenance expense of the 
Company's Avoided Unit; 

year for which early capacity payments to a QS are to begin; (at the election of the QS early capacity payments 
may commence anytime after the actual in-service date of the QS facility and before the anticipated 
in•service date of the Company's avoided unit) 

the cumulative present value of the avoided capital cost component of capacity payments 
which would have been made had capacity payments commenced with the anticipated in-service 
date of the Company's Avoided Unit and continued for a period of 10 years; 

annual discount rate, defined as tile Company's incremental after-tax cost of capital; 

the term, in years, of the Slandard Otrer Contract for the purchase of firm capacity commencing in the year 
the QS elects to stan receiving early capacity payments prior to the in-service date of the Company's 
Avoided Unit; 

2.SO% 

30 

2.SO% 

0 the cumulative present value of the avoided ftxed operation and maintenance expense component of capacity 
payments which would have been made had capacity payments commenced with the anticipated in-service S~ .ll!!11 

date of the Company's Avoided Unit and continued for a period of 10 years. · 

•From Appendix E 
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FLOIUDA POWER & LIGHT COMJ>ANY 
Firth~ Revised Sheet No. 10.312 

Cnncels ~Revised Sheet No. 10.312 

VALUE OF CAPACITY LOCATION 

FOR ILLUSTRATfll£ PURPOSES ONLY 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

APPENDIXB 
TO THE STANDARD OFFER CONTRACf 

Second Revised Sheet No. 10.313 
Cancels First Revised Sheet No. 10.313 

FOR THE PURCHASE OF FIRM CAPACITY AND ENERGY 
FROM RENEWABLE ENERGY FACILITIES 

OR QUALIFYING FACILITIES WITH A DESIGN CAPACITY OF 100 KW OR LESS 
PAY FOR PERFORMANCE PROVlSIONS MONTHLY CAPACITY PAYMENT CALCULATION 

I. Monthly Capacity Payments (MCP) for each Monthly Billing Period shall be computed according to the following: 

A. In the event that the Annual Capacity Billing Factor ("ACBF"), as defined below, is less than 80%, then no Monthly Capacity Payment shall be 
due. That is: 

MCP • O 

B. In the event that the ACBF is equal to or greater than 80% but less than 94%, then the Monthly Capacity Payment shall be calculated by using 
the following formula: 

MCP • BCP x [ 1+4x (ACBF- 94%)) x CC 

C. In the event that the ACBF is equal to or greater than 94%, then the Monthly Capacity Payment shall be calculated by using the following 
fonnula: 

MCP=BCPxCC 

Where: 

MCP Monthly Capacity Payment in dollars. 

BCP Base capacity Payment in SIK W/Month as specified in FPL's Rale Schedule QS-2. 

CC Committed capacity in KW. 

ACBF Annual Capacity Billing Factor. This factor is calculated using the 12 months rolling average of the Monthly Capacity 
Factor. This 12 month rolling average shall be defined as the sum of the 12 consecutive Monthly Capacity Factors 
prw:ding the date of calculation. divided by 12. During the fust 12 oonsecutive Monthly Billing Periods. oornmencing 
with the firSt Monthly Billing Period in which Capacity payments are to be made, the calculation of the AMual 
Capacity Billing Factor shall be performed as follows: (a) during the first Monthly Billing Period. the AMual Capacity 
Billing Factor shall be equal to the Monthly Capacity Factor; (b) thereafter, the calculation of the Annual Capacity 
Billing Factor shall be computed by dividing the sum of the Monthly Capacity Factors during the first year's Monthly 
Billing Periods in which Capacity payments are to be made by the number of Monthly Billing Periods which have 
elapsed. This calculation shall be perfonncd at the end of each Monthly Billing Period until enough Monthly Billing 
Periods have elapsed to calculate a liUe 12·month rolling average Annual Capacity Billing Factor. Periods during 
which the Facility has temporarily set its Commincd Capacity equal to 0 KW due to a Force Majeure event pursuant to 
Section 16 shall be excluded from the applicable capacity factor calculation. 

MCF Monthly Capacity Factor. The sum of (i) the Hourly Factors of the Non·Dispatch Hours plus (ii) the Hourly 
Factors of the Dispatch Hours or the Hourly factors of the hours when FPL requested reduced deliveries pursuant to 
Sections 8.4.6 and 8.4.8 (Reduced Delivery Hour); divided by the number of hours in the Monthly Billing Period. 

HFNDH Hourly Factor of a Non· Dispatch Hour. The energy received during the hour divided by the Committed Capacity. 
·For purposes of calculating the Hourly Factor of a Non· Dispatch Hour the energy received shall not exceed the 
Committed Capacity. 

HFDH Hourly Factor of a Dispatch Hour or a Reduoed Delivery Hour. The schccluled energy received divided by the 
scheduled energy requested. For purposes of calculating the Hourly Factor of a Dispatch Hour or the Hourly Factor 
of a Reduoed Delivery Hour the scheduled energy received shall not exceed the scheduled energy requested. 

On·Peak Hours - Those hours occurring April I through October 31 Mondays through Fridays, from 12 noon to 9:00p.m. excluding 
Memorial Day, Independence Day and Labor Day; and November I through March 31 Mondays through Fridays 
from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. prevailing Eastern time excluding Thanksgiving Day, 
Chrisunas Day and New Year's Day. FPL shall have tho right to change such Qn. PC1k Hours by providing the QS 
a minimum of thirty calendar days' advance notice. 

Monthly Billing • The period beginning on the first calendar day of each calendar month. except that the initial Monthly Billing 
Period Period shall consist of the period beginning 12:01 a.m. on the Capacity Delivery Period Date and ending with 

the last calendar day of such month. 

Scheduled Energy and Dispatch Hours are as defined in Section 8.4.7 of the Standard Offer Contract. 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effective: August 27, 2015 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIG HT COMPANY 

APPENDIXC 
TO THE STANDARD OFFER CONTRACf 

TERMINATION FEE 

Original Sheet No. 10.314 

The Termination Fee shall be Ute sum oflhe values for each monlh beginning wilh Ute monlh in which Ute Capacily Deli~ Date occws lhrough Ute 
month of termination (or monlh of calculation. as Ute case may be), computed according to Ute following formula: 

Termination F« a Termination Fee applicable to Capadly Payment Option plus Termination F« applicable to Fixed Firm Energy Opllon 

Tumlnallon F« appli<able to Caoadty Payment Opllons B. C. D and E 

I: (MCP; - MCPC1) x t!o"> 
jooJ 

wilh: MCPC, a 0 for all periods prior to Ute in-service date of the Company's Avoided Unit; 

where: 

number oflhe Monlhly Billing Period commencing wilh the Capacity Delivery Date (i.e., the 
month in which Capacity Delivery Date occws = I: the month following Ute monlh in which 
Capacity Delivery Date occurs = 2: etc.) 

n - the number of Monthly Billing Periods which have elapsed from the month in which Ute Capacity 
Deli~ Date occurs through the month of termination (or month of calculation, as the case may be) 
the future value of an amount factor necessary to compound a sum monthly so the annual 
percentage rate derived will equal FPL's incremental after-lax avoided cost of capital (defined as r 
in QS-2). For any Monlhly Billing Period in which MCPC; is greater lhan MCP;, 1 shall equal I. 

MCP; = Monthly Capacily Payment paid to QS corresponding to the Monthly Billing Period i, calculated in 
accordance with Appendix B. 

MCPC; a Monthly Capacity Payment for Option A c:orrespondlng 10 the Monthly Billing Period i, calculated 
in accordance wilh QS-2 

In the event that for any Monlhly Billing Period. lhe computation of the value of the Capacity Payment Termination Fee for such Monthly Billing 
Period (as set forlh above) yields a value equal to or gr<ater than zero, lhe amount oflhe Capacily Payment Termination Fee shall be incteased by the 
amount of such value. 

In the event that for any Monthly Billing Period. Ute computation of the value of the Capacity Payment Termination Fee for such Monthly Bi.lling 
Period (as set forlh above) yields a value less than zero, the amount of lhc Capacity Payment Termination Fee shall be decreased by lhc amount of 
such value expressed as a positive number (the "Initial Reduction Value"); provided. however, that such Initial Reduction Value shall be subject to 
the following adjuslments (lhc Initial Reduction Value, as adjusted, lhe "Reduction Value''): 

a. In the event that in the applicable Monthly Billing Period the Annual Capacily Billing Factor (ACBF), as defined in Appendix B is 
less than 800A., lhen the Initial Reduction Value shall be adjusted to equal zero (Reduction Value a 0). and the Capacity Payment 
Termination Fee shall not be reduced for lhe applicable Monthly Billing Period. 

b. In the event that in the applicable Monthly Billing Period lhc Annual Capacity Billing Factor (ACBF). as defined in Appendix B. is 
equal to or greater than 80% but less than 97%, then lhc Reduction Value shall be determined as follows: 

Reduction Value a Initial Reduction Value x (0.04 x (ACBF • 72)) 

For the applicable Monthly Billing Period, the Termination Fee shall be reduced by the amount of such Reduction Value. 

In no event shall FPL be liable to the QS at any time for any amount by which lhc Capacity Payment Termination Fee, adjusted in accordance with 
the foregoing, is less lhan uro (0). 

Ttrmlnatlon Fee appllcablt to the Fixed Firm Enrrgy Payment Option D 

Prior ID in•service date ofayoidcc:J UQjJ" 
The Termination Fee for lhc Fixed Firm Energy Option shall be equal to lhc cumulative sum of the Fixed Firm Energy Payments made to 
lhc QS pursuant to Option D, starting with the in-service date of the QS facility, for each billing cycle. Such number shall reach the 
maximum amount on Ute billing cycle immediately preceding the billing cycle associated wilh the in-service date of the Avoided Unit. 

After in·servioe date ofavojded unit· 
The Termination Fee shall be decreased each billing cycle following lhc in-service date of the avoided unit by an amount equal to the 
difference between the projected Fixed Energy Cost that was used in the calculation to determine the base energy cost to be fixed and 
amonized pwsuanlto Option D for such billing cycle and the amoniud Fixed Firm Energy Payment in oents/KWH times the energy 
delivered by the QS not to exceed lhc MWH block specified in Appendix E. 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 

APPENDIX D 
TO THE STANDARD OFFER CONTRACT 

DETAILED PROJECT INFORMATION 

Original Sheet No. 10.315 

Each eligible Contract received by FPL will be evaluated to detennine if the underlying QS project is financially and technically viable. The 
QS shall. to the extent available, provide FPL with a detailed project proposal which addresses the infonnalion requested below. 

I. FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
• Project Name 
• Project Location 

• Street Address 
• Site Plot Plan 
• Legal Description of Site 

• Generating Technology 
Facility Classification ( include types from statute) 
Primary Fuel 

• Alternate Fuel (if applicable) 
• Committed Capacity 
• Expected ln·Service Date 
• Steam Host (for cogeneration facil ities) 

• Street Address 
• Legal Description of Steam Host 
• Host's annual Sleam requirements (lbslyr) 

• Contact Person 

• Individual's Name and Title 
• Company Name 
• Address 
• Telephone Number 
• Telecopy Number 

II. PROJECT PARTICIPANTS 
Indicate the entities responsible for the following project management activities and provide a detailed description of the 
experience and capabilities of the entities: 

• Project Development 
• Siting and Licensing the Facility 
• Designing the Facility 
• Constructing the Facility 
• Securing the Fuel Supply 
• Operating the Facility 

• Provide details on all e lectrical generation facilities which m currently under construction or operational which were 
developed by the QS. 

• Describe the financing structure for the projects identified above, including the type of financing used, the pennanent financing 
tenn, the major lenders, and the percentage of equity invested at financial closing. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 10.316) 
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FLORJDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY Original Sheet No. 10.316 

(Conlinued from Sheet No. I 0.31 S) 

Ill. FUEL SUPPLY 

Describe all fuels to be used to generate electricity at the Facility. Indicate the specific physical and chemical characteristics of 
each fuel type (e.g., Btu content, sulfur content, ash content, etc.). Identify special considerations regarding fuel supply origin, 
source and handling, storage and processing requirements. 

• Provide annual fuel requirements (AFR) necessary to support the requirements pursuant to Section 366.91, Florida Statules, 
and the planned levels of generation and list the assumptions used to determine these quantities. 

• Provide a summary of the status of the fuel supply arrangements in place to meet the ARFR in each year of the proposed 
operating life of the Facility. Use the categories below to describe the current arrangement for securing the AFR. 

Category 
owned = 
contract = 
LOI = 
REF = 
spot= 
noneo 
other cs 

Description of Fuel Supply Arrangement fuel is from a fully developed 
source owned by one or more of the project participants 
fully executed linn fuel contract exists between the developer(s) and fuel supplier(s) 
a lener of intent for the fuel supply exists between developer(s) and fuel supplier(s) 
renewable energy facility will bum biomass, waste, or another renewable resource 
fuel supply will be purchased on the spot market 
no firm fuel supply arrangement currently in place 
fuel supply arrangement which does not fit any of the above categories (please describe) 

• Indicate the percentage of the Facility's AFR which is covered by the above fuel supply arrangement(s) for each proposed 
operating year. The percent of AFR covered for each operating year must total I 00%. for fuel supply arrangements identified 
as owned, contract, or LOI, provide documentation to support. this category and explain the fuel price mechanism of the 
arrangement. In addition, indicate whether or not the fuel price includes delivery and, if so, to what location. 

Describe fuel transportation networks available for delivering all primary and secondary fuel to the Facility site. Indicate the 
mode, route and distance of each segment of the journey, tTom fuel source to the Energy Facility site. Discuss the current 
status and pertinent factors impacting future availability of the transportation network. 

Provide annual fuel transportation requirements (AFTR) necessary to support planned levels of generation and list the 
assumptions used to determine these quantities. 

Provide a summary of the status of the fueltran.sportation arrangements in place to meet the AFTR in each year of the proposed 
operating life of the Energy Facility. Use the categories below to describe the current arrangement for securing the AFTR. 

owned= 
contract= 
LOI= 
Spot= 
none a 

other= 

fuel transport via a fully developed system owned by one or more of the project participants 
fully executed finn transportation contract exists between the developer(s) and fueltransporter(s) 
a lener of intent for fuel transport exists between developer(s) and fueltransporter(s) 
fuel transportation will be purchased on the spot market 
no firm fuel transportation arrangement currently in place 
fuel transportation arrangement which does not lit any of the above categories (please describe) 

Indicate the percentage of the Facility's AFR which is covered by the above fuel supply arrangement(s) for each proposed 
operating year. The percent of AFR covered for each operating year must total 100%. For fuel supply arrangements identified 
as owned, contract, or LOI, provide documentation to supportth;s category and explain the transportation price mechanism of 
the arrangement. 

• Provide the maximum, minimum, and average fuel inventory levels to be maintained for primary and secondary fuels at the 
Facility site. List the assumptions used in determining the invenlory levels. 

(Continued on Sheet No. 10.317) 
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FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY Original Sheet No. 10.317 

(Continued from Sheet No. I 0.316) 

IV. PLANT DISPATCHABILITY/CONTROLLABILITY 

• Provide the following operating characteristics and a detailed explanation supporting the perfonnance capabilities indicated. 

• Ramp Rate (MW/minute) 
• Peak Capability (%above Committed Capacity) 
• Minimum power level(% of Committed Capacity) 
• Facility Turnaround Time, Hot to Hot (hours) 
• Start-up Time from Cold Shutdown (hours) 
• Unit Cycling (II cycleslyr) 
• MW and MY AR Control (AGC, Manual, Other (please explain)) 

V. SITING AND LICENSING 

• Provide a licensinglpennitting milestone schedule which lists all pennits, licenses and variances required to site tbe Facility. 
The milestone schedule shall also identifY key milestone dates for baseline monitoring. application preparation, agency review, 
certification and licensing/siting board approval, and agency penn it issuance. 

• Provide a licensinglpennitting plan that addresses the issues of air emissions, water use, wastewater discharge, wetlands, 
endangered species, protected properties. solid waste, surrounding land use, zoning for the Facility, associated linear facilities, 
and support of and opposition to the Facility. 

• List the emission/effluent discharge limits the Facility will meet, and describe in detail the pollution control equipment to be 
used to meet these limits. 

VI. FACILITY DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE 

• Submit a detailed engineering, procurement, construction, startup and commercial operation schedule. The schedule shall 
include milestones for site acquisition, engineering phases, selection of the major equipment vendors, architect engineer, EPC 
contractor, and Facility operator, steam host integration, and delivery of major equipment. A discussion of the current status of 
each milestone should also be included where applicable. 

• Attach a diagram of the power block arrangement. Provide a list of the major equipment vendors and the name and model 
number of the major equipment to be instalkd. 

• Provide a detailed description of the proposed environmental control technology for the Facility and describe the capabilities of 
the proposed technology. 

• Attach preliminary flow diagrams for the steam sYStem, water system, and fuel system, and a main electrical one line diagram 
for the Facility. 

• State the expected heat rate (HHV) at 75 degrees Fahrenheit for loads of IOOo/c>, 1So/o, and SO%. In addition, attach a 
preliminary heat balance for the Facility. 

• [NOTE: add any requirements related to demonstrating that the facility meets the requirements under the statute or applicable 
rules) 

(Continued on Sheet No. 10.318) 
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FLORIDA POWER& LIGHT COMPANY Original Sheet No. 10.318 

(Continued from Sheet No. I 0.317) 

VII. FINANCIAL 
• Provide FPL with assurances that the proposed QS project is financially viable consistent with FPSC Rule 25-17.0832{4) {c) 

by attaching a detailed pro-fonna eash flow analysis. The pro-fonna must include, at a minimum, the following assumptions 
for each year of the project 

• Annual Project Revenues 

Capacity Payments($ and SIKW!Mo) 
Variable O&M ($and $/MWh) 
Energy ($ and SIMWh) 
Stearn Revenues($ and %'lb.) 
Tipping Fees($ and $/ton) 
lnterestlncomc 
Other Revenues 
Variable O&M Escalation (o/olyr) 
Energy Escalation (%/yr) 
Stearn Escalation (o/olyr) 
Tipping Fee Escalation (o/olyr) 

• Annual Project Expenses 

Fixed O&M ($and SIKW!Mo) 
Variable O&M ($and SIMWh) 
Energy ($ and SIMWh) 
Property Taxes ($) 
Insurance ($) 
Emission Compliance ($ and SIMWh) 
Depreciation ($ and o/olyr) 
Other Expenses ($) 
Fixed O&M Escalation (%/yr) 
Variable O&M Escalation (%/yr) 
linergy liscalation (o/Jyr) 

• Other Projectlnfonnation 

Installed Cost of the Energy Facility($ and SIKW) 
Committed Capacity (KW) 
Average Heat Rate · HHV (MBTUIKWh) 
Federal Income Tax Rate(%) 
Facility Capacity factor(%) 
Energy Sold to FPL (MWH) 

• Pennanent Financing 

Pennanent Financing Tenn (yrs) 
Project Capital Structure (percentage of long-tenn debt, subordinated debt, tax exempt debt, and equity) 
Financing Costs (cost oflong-tenn debt. subordinated debt. tax exempt debt. and equity) 
Annual Interest Expense 
Annual Debt Service ($) 
Amortization Schedule (besinning balance, interest expense. principal reduction. ending balance) 

Provide details of the financing plan for the project and indicate whether the project will be non-recourse project financed. If it 
will not be project financed please explain the alternative financing arrangement 

• Submit financial statements for the last two years on the principals of the project, and provide an illustration of the project 
ownership structure. 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
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FLORIDA POWER& LIGHT COMPANY 

Tenn of Contract 

Execution date 
Tennination date 

Firm Capacity Rates 

APPENDIX£ 
TO THE STANDARD OFFER CONTRACT 

CONTRACT OPTIONS TO BE SELECTED BY QS 

Commencement date for deliveries of Finn Energy and Capacity 

Capacity Payment Option Selected (from available Options A through E) 
If Option E is selected proposed payment stream: 

Original Sheet No. 10.319 

Schedule of Capacity Payments to be provided by the Company based on applicable parameters follows: 

,Yw $/KW/Month 

Energy Rates 

Energy payment Options selected applicable to energy produced by the QS and delivered to the Company (from available 
Option A orB and D) 
Select from Option A or B 
And 
Select D 

If Option Dis selected by the QS; the Company and the QS mutually agree on fixing and amortizing the following portion 
of the Base Energy Costs associated with the Avoided Unit 

_____ % which yields MWH 

Projected Energy Cost of Energy Produced by Avoided Unit (provided by the Company): 

Projected Fixed Energy Cost <in Cents/KWH or in Dollars> 

Based on the projections of Energy Costs Produced by the Avoided Unit and the mutually agreed upon 
Portion of the Base Energy Costs associated with the Avoided Unit the Fixed Energy Payment shall be 
_____ $/MWH or S (as applicable). 

Issued by: S. E. Romig, Director, Rates and Tariffs 
Effective: May 22, 2007 




